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CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX TO APPELLANT’S  APPENDIX 

NO. DOCUMENT  DATE VOL.  PAGE NO.  

1. Complaint for Divorce 03/18/11 1 1-7 
 
2. Motion for Joint Legal and Primary 09/14/11 1 8-220 
 Physical Custody and Exclusive   2 221-361 
 Possession of Marital Residence 
 
3. Defendant’s Opposition to Plaintiff’s 10/31/11 2 362-418 
 Motion for Joint Legal and Primary  3 419-652  
 Physical Custody and Exclusive  
 Possession of Marital Residence; 
 Countermotions for Exclusive  
 Possession of Marital Residence, for  
 Primary Physical Custody of Minor 
 Children, for Division of Funds for 
 Temporary Support, and for  
 Attorney’s Fees 
 
4. Answer to Complaint for Divorce  11/22/11 3 653-659 
 and Counterclaim for Divorce 
 
5. Reply to Defendant’s Opposition  01/04/12 4 660-907 
 to Plaintiff’s Motion for Joint  5 908-929  
 Legal Custody and Permanent  
 Physical Custody and for Exclusive 
 Possession of Residence AND 
 Opposition to Defendant’s  
 Countermotions for Exclusive  
 Possession of Marital Residence,  
 for Primary Physical Custody of 
 Minor Children, for Division of  
 Funds for Temporary Support,  

and for Attorney’s Fees 
 
6. Court Minutes    02/24/12 5  930-933 
 
7. Stipulation and Order Resolving 07/11/12 5  934-950 
 Parent/Child Issues 
 
8. Defendant’s Motion for an Order 05/10/13 5  951-984 
 Appointing a Parenting Coordinator 
 and Therapist for the Minor Children  
 as Required by the Court Ordered 
 Parenting Plan; Motion for  

Sanctions and Attorney’s Fees 
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NO. DOCUMENT  DATE VOL.  PAGE NO. 
 
9. Plaintiff’s Opposition to Defendant’s 07/19/13 5  985-1019 
 Motion for an Order Appointing a  
 Parenting Coordinator and Therapist 
 for the Minor Children as Required 
 by Court Ordered Parenting Plan;  
 Plaintiff’s Opposition to Defendant’s 
 Motion for Sanctions and Attorney’s 
 Fees 
  
10. Defendant’s Reply to Plaintiff’s  09/09/13 5  1020-1028 
 Opposition to Defendant’s Motion 
 for an Order Appointing a Parenting 
 Coordinator and Therapist for the  
 Minor Children as Required by Court 
 Ordered Parenting Plan and  
 Defendant’s Reply to Plaintiff’s  
 Opposition to Motion for Sanctions 
 and Attorney’s Fees 
 
11. Defendant’s Reply to Plaintiff’s  09/11/13 5  1029-1034 
 Opposition to Defendant’s Motion 
 for Attorneys’ Fees and Sanctions;  
 Defendant’s Opposition to Plaintiff’s 
 Countermotion Styled Request for 
 Reasonable Discovery and Evidentiary 
 Hearing; Defendant’s Opposition to  
 Plaintiff’s Countermotion for  
 Equitable Relief; Defendant’s  
 Opposition to Plaintiff’s  

Countermotion for Attorneys’ Fees  
and Sanctions; Defendant’s Opposition 
to Plaintiff’s Countermotion for  
Declaratory Relief 
 

12. Plaintiff’s Motion to Modify Order 10/01/13 5  1035-1055 
 Resolving Parent/Child Issues and  
 for Other Equitable Relief 
 
13. Defendant’s Amended Opposition to  10/17/13 5  1056-1124 
 Plaintiff’s Motion to Modify Order 
 Resolving Parent-Child Issues [to 
 Delete “Teenage Discretion”  
 Provision] and Other Equitable   
 Relief; Defendant’s Countermotions  
 to Resolve Parent/Child Issues, to  
 Continue Hearing on Custody Issues, 
 for an Interview of the Minor Children,  

and for Attorney’s Fees and Sanctions 
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NO. DOCUMENT  DATE VOL. PAGE NO.

14. Plaintiff’s Reply Brief in Support 10/21/13 5 1125-1129 
of Plaintiff’s Countermotions for
Reasonable Discovery and
Evidentiary Hearing, Equitable
Relief, Attorneys’ Fees and
Sanctions, and Declaratory Relief

15. Plaintiff’ s Reply in Support of 10/23/13 6 1130-1181 
Plaintiff’s Motion to Modify Order
Resolving Parent/Child Issues and for
Other Equitable Relief AND
Plaintiff’s Opposition to Defendant’s
Countermotions to Resolve
Parent/Child Issues, to Continue
Hearing on Custody Issues, for an
Interview of the Minor Children, and
for Attorney’s Fees and Sanctions

16. Order for Appointment of Parenting 10/29/13 6 1182-1190 
Coordinator

17. Plaintiff’s Motion for a Judicial 11/18/13 6 1191-1225 
Determination of the Teenage
Discretion Provision

18. Defendant’s Opposition to Motion 12/06/13 6 1��26-1248 
for Judicial Determination of the
Teenage Discretion Provision;
Countermotion for Attorney’s Fees

19. Plaintiff’ s Reply in Support of 12/13/13 6 1249-1263 
Plaintiff’s Motion for a Judicial
Determination of the Teenage
Discretion Provision AND
Plaintiff’s Opposition to Defendant’s
Countermotion for Attorney’s Fees

20. Order [denying Plaintiff’s Motion to 12/17/13 6 1264-1265 
Modify Order Resolving Parent/Child
Issues and Other Equitable Relief and
denying Defendant’s Countermotion
to Resolve Parent/Child Issues, to
Continue Hearing on Custody Issues,
for an Interview of the Minor Children,
and for Attorney’s Fees and Sanctions]
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21. Plaintiff’s Motion to Modify Order 04/21/14 6  1266-1340 
 Resolving Parent/Child Issues and for 
 Other Equitable Relief 
 
22. Defendant’s Opposition to Plaintiff’s 05/09/14 6  1341-1367 
 Motion to Modify Order Resolving 
 Parent/Child Issues, etc.;  
 Countermotion for Attorney’s Fees 
 and Sanctions 
 
23. Plaintiff’s Reply in Support of  05/14/14 7  1368-1381 
 Plaintiff’s Motion to Modify Order  
 Resolving Parent/Child Issues and  
 for other Equitable Relief AND 
 Opposition to Defendant’s  

Countermotion for Attorney’s Fees 
and Sanctions 

 
24. Defendant’s Reply to Plaintiff’s  05/20/14 7  1382-1427 
 Opposition to Countermotion for 
 Attorney’s Fees and Sanctions 
 
25. Order from Hearing [denying  06/13/14 7  1428-1433 
 Plaintiff’s Motion for Judicial 

Determination for the Teenage 
Discretion Provision] 

 
26. Findings and Orders re:    09/29/14 7  1434-1441 

May 21, 2014 Hearing 
 

TRANSCRIPTS 
 
27. Transcript re: All Pending Motions 10/30/13 7  1442-1480 
 
28. Transcript re: All Pending Motions 05/21/14 7  1481-1536 
 
ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS 1 
 
29. Notice of Entry of Decree of  10/31/13 8  1537-1568 
 Divorce 
 
30. Plaintiff’s Motion to Alter, Amend, 11/14/13 8  1569-1585 
 Correct and Clarify Judgment 
 (without exhibits) 

1  These additional documents needed to be added to the appendix after the other 
documents (with 1,536 pages) were already numbered. 
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31. Notice of Entry of Order   06/16/14 8  1586-1593 
 
32. Notice of Appeal    07/17/14 8  1594-1654 
 
33. Notice of Entry of Findings and  09/29/14 8  1655-1664 
 Orders re: May 21, 2014 Hearing 
 
34. Amended or Supplemental Notice 10/16/14 8  1665-1675 
 of Appeal 
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STATE OF NEVADA 

COUNTY OF CLARK 

SWORN DECLARATION OF VIVIAN HARRISON 

) 
) ss: 
) 

VIVIAN HARRISON, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 

1. I have personal knowledge of the facts contained herein, and I am competent to testi 

thereto. I am the Defendant in the matter of Harrison v. Harrison, case number D-II-443611-D. 

Plaintiff in this matter is my husband Kirk Harrison. 

A. Background Facts 

2. I am 49 years old, and I am in good health. Kirk is 58 years old and in good health. 

12 reside in Boulder City, Nevada with Kirk at our home located at 1514 Sunrise Circle. 

13 3. Kirk and I met in 1980 when I was 18 years old and Kirk was 27 years old. We marrie 

14 
on November 5, 1982. 

15 

16 
4. We have five children, Tahnee, age 26, Whitney age 25, Joseph age 22, Emma (wh 

17 commonly goes by her middle name "Brooke"), born June 26, 1999 (age 12), and Rylee, born Januar 

18 24, 2003 (age 8). Kirk has incorrectly stated Emma's name as Brooke Emma Harrison in his motion 

19 
her name is Emma Brooke Harrison, and incorrectly stated her date of birth as June 29; her correct dat 

20 
of birth is June 26. 

21 

22 5. Neither Kirk nor I drink excessively or use illegal substances. Neither of us has bee 

23 arrested for any crime. 

24 6. I was previously employed as an accountant and assistant professor. I have also taugh 

25 
classes at the International Academy of Design on a part time basis. I did not work outside the home fo 

26 
the majority of our marriage, and instead acted as a full-time mother. I currently have no employmen 

27 

28 income. My work history is outlined in section "c" below. 
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7. Kirk was previously employed as an attorney. He was a partner at Harrison, Kemp 

Jones until early 2006 when he left the firm. During the time that he was employed full-time as a 

attorney (approximately the first 24 years of our marriage), he was gone from the home typicall 

between 10 to 14 hours per day. This was the case on each workday, and many weekends. 

travelled extensively as part of his job. 

8. He currently earns income acting as a mediator through Harrison Dispute Resolution. 

9. Upon information and belief, we have approximately $15,000,000.00 in assets, of whic 

$11,000,000.00 is in cash or liquid securities. Kirk receives regular distributions of $250,000.00 pe 

year from a tobacco tort suit that I believe will continue for fifteen more years. I have limite 

information as to the status of our accounts and property as Kirk has controlled all financial matters. 

some time, he has provided me with $3000.00 per month, and paid my American Express bill. 

10. All of our children are highly accomplished, and have no special needs. Submitted wit 

this sworn declaration as Exhibit A-I is a CD Disk containing school and achievement records of eac 

child in year format. The children's accomplishments and achievements are addressed in section 

below titled "Children." 

11. On September 14,2011, his birthday, Kirk served my counsel with a 354 page motion i 

which he seeks primary physical custody of Brooke and Rylee, and requests that I be limited t 

supervised visitation of them. He further seeks exclusive possession of our residence located at 151 

Sunrise Circle, Boulder City, Nevada. For the reasons set forth below, Kirk supports his motion with 

mountain of falsehoods all designed to place me in the most unflattering light available. 

12. Kirk's motion provides a warped and incomplete picture of my personal history, an 

little personal history for Kirk. I have provided additional information and corrections in section "B" 

below, titled "Personal History / Education." Kirk's motion further gives limited insight into m 
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education professional work, or community service (other than to minimize it), and thus I have provide 

further information under section "c" titled "Career and Community Service." Kirk has provided ver 

little information regarding either our older or our younger children and their achievements. 

included that information in section 'D" below. 

13. I have finally attempted to address, by category, the bases that Kirk sets forth in hi 

exceedingly long and repetitive motion. Those bases are outlined in section "G" below, and addresse 

in the sections that follow "G." 

B. Personal History / Education 

14. I was born in Las Vegas, Nevada, in 1962. My parents were divorced when I was about 

or 7 years old. A year or so later, I remember driving with my mother, and we were stopped at 

stoplight. There were firemen carrying around big black boots in the street collecting donations fo 

Muscular Dystrophy. I recognized one of the firemen as my father and asked my mother to pull over. H 

came to the car and spoke to us for a few minutes. That was the last time I saw my father as a child. 

was eight years old. 

15. My mother raised me, my half-sister Cindy, my older sister Raylene, and my younge 

brother Harold. I was told that the reason I wasn't able to visit my father was because his new wifl 

didn't want the three of us, (my oldest sister had a different father) visiting all at once because it was to 

much of a burden. She had a daughter a year older than me, and she wanted my siblings and I to rotat 

visitation or we wouldn't be allowed to visit. My mother felt if she had to raise all of us at the same tim 

then my father should at least have us visit at the same time. My mother was unwilling to piece mea 

our family visitation so we were not allowed to visit. I learned very early in life that parent's fightin 

over their children was not a good idea. 
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16. My mother worked full-time as either a casino cashier or a hostess in a casino restaurant. 

Unable to support us all entirely on her income and tips, we qualified for public housing, welfare, an 

food stamps. Regardless of those facts, contrary to Kirk's claim in his affidavit, at no time were w 

simply limited to eating cereal, and though we were poor, we did not miss meals. 

17. We lived in North Las Vegas in public housing until I was entering the sixth grade. B 

then, my oldest sister Cindy, who was eight years older than me, had become a stripper in Las Vegas. 

later learned that Cindy had been raped by my stepfather after my mother remarried, and that she wa 

present when he shot himself. Around the same time, my other sister Raylene, who is four years older 

was caught using illegal drugs. My mother sent her to live with my father and his wife and daughter i 

Boulder City. In his affidavit, Kirk seems to contend that Raylene's contact with my father wa 

unknown to me when, in reality, I was aware that she lived with him and continued to have contact wit 

him. 

18. At this time my grandfather retired, and he and my grandmother purchased 10 acres 0 

desert near a pig farm and built a small house. My mother, brother Harold, and I moved into a single 

wide trailer on that land. 

19. My mother continued to work full-time, and I became the one responsible for taking car 

of the house, laundry, and my little brother. My mother worked the graveyard shift, and she was aslee 

when we woke up for school in the morning and away at work when we returned home. With her tip 

earned from that shift, she would purchase us dinner from a fast-food restaurant like McDonald's an 

wake us up about 2:00 a.m. or so to eat. To this day, I do not enjoy eating fast-food. 

20. Contrary to Kirk's claims in his motion, my mother never kicked me out of our home. 

When I was about 13 years old, I met a family who said I could come live with them so I ran away t 

their home. My mother wouldn't allow me to live with them, so I was placed in juvenile hall for a fe 
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days and later placed in Child Haven. I can remember an instance where my grandparents came to visi 

me and looked around at the facility I was staying in and commented that it wasn't as bad as the 

thought it would be, as if it was an acceptable place for me to live. The court classified me a 

"incorrigible" and placed me in the only temporary living facility for girls at the time, Nike House. I 

was actually a half-way house for young girls who had been involved with drugs. Ironically, I neve 

used drugs until I lived in Nike House. 

21. I lived in Nike House for about 6-9 months, which was longer than the average 1-

months. I made Jr. Counselor and waited for the State to find a suitable placement for me. My mothe 

refused to participate in counseling or to visit me. The court eventually changed their classification t 

"neglected," and having nowhere else to place me sent me to live with my oldest sister, Cindy, who the 

lived in Hawaii. 

22. Cindy had significant problems. She was an alcoholic and was suicidal. I lived with he 

for about six (6) months. Most of that time I was taking care of Cindy, instead of her parenting me. A 

15 I met a marine, and I moved with him to Oklahoma to live with friends of his family. Luckily for me 

the father in the family I lived with was a psychiatrist and the mother was a strong LDS woman with si 

(6) children. When the marine turned out to be physically abusive to me, the LDS family kicked him ou 

of their home and allowed me to stay. Not being able to take "no" for an answer, he was later arreste 

for pulling a knife on me and forcing sexual contact. He went to jail. 

23. I note that Kirk makes much of my drug use in my teenage years, but fails to point ou 

that the last time I used any illegal drug was when I was 15 years old. Contrary to Kirk's fals 

statement, I never advised him that I used cocaine with my friend Russell, or any other illegal drug whe 

I was sixteen or seventeen years old. I stopped using any illegal drugs at 15 prior to the time I moved t 

Oklahoma as discussed below. It is interesting to note that Kirk's claims regarding my statements t 
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him at that time are inconsistent. He claims in his affidavit (at page 1, para. 2) that during the first yea 

2 we were together I said what I thought he wanted to hear. If that were the case, why would I tell him 

3 had been recently been involved in drug use? I didn't, and Kirk's claims regarding my allege 
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statements are false. 

24. The LDS family I lived with in Oklahoma was my strongest positive and moral influenc 

throughout my childhood. They taught me the value of compassion (they took me in when I ha 

nowhere else to go), hard work (the stay home mother worked hard to take care of all of her si 

children), self-reliance, and education. All of the children worked hard in school, and were active i 

sports and extra-curricular activities. I admired the family's honesty and intelligence, and I promise 

myself that I would someday have a family like theirs. 

25. While living in Oklahoma, I got a receptionist job at a large oil and gas firm - I was onl 

15. They gave me glowing recommendations upon leaving. The family encouraged me to finish m 

education, and they aided me in returning back to North Las Vegas, where, I believed, I had a bette 

chance of supporting myself, completing my education, and establishing plenty of distance between th 

abusive marine and myself. I rented a room from my grandparents because they charged me very little. 

Upon release from jail in Oklahoma, the marine broke into the Oklahoma family'S home and found 

paper which had my flight information on it. He followed me to North Las Vegas where my grandfathe 

had him arrested and thankfully, I never saw him again. 

26. I attended just a little over a year of high school classroom instruction, 

working as a teller at Valley Bank of Nevada, and earned my high school diploma at age 17 by testin 

out of the core classes and by taking the required classes (Nevada History and U S Government fo 

example) in the evening. I enrolled in the Clark County Community College. I was working at th 

downtown branch of Valley Bank where I met Kirk. I was 18, Kirk was 27 and a lawyer. 
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27. Kirk indicates that my grandparents kicked me out of their house. That is a bit ironi 

since it was my actions with Kirk that led to me leaving their home. When I took a room with them, 

they made it clear that I had a strict curfew of midnight. My grandmother had a bad heart, and m 

grandfather did not want my grandmother worrying about me if I was not home until late. One nigh 

Kirk got a bottle of wine that we drank, and I fell asleep at his house. I did not get home until the earl 

morning hours. I knew I had broken my agreement with my grandmother, I expected her reaction, and 

accepted the consequences of my own actions. Kirk suggested I move in with him, and I did. 

28. Prior to moving in with Kirk, Kirk and I were deeply in love, and I asked him to marr 

me. We set our wedding date for November of 1982, which was about a year after I moved in with him. 

In 1982, I graduated from the Community College of Southern Nevada with an associate's degree i 

banking and finance in May, turned 20 in August, and married Kirk in November. 

29. As turned out to be the case throughout our marriage, Kirk worked and traveled most 0 

the time, so I took on a second job working evenings at Dillard's, and I continued my education b 

attending UNL V and taking classes toward a degree in accounting. During that time I also earned thre 

banking diplomas through courses offered by the American Institute of Banking (AIB). 

30. At the age of 22, I became pregnant with our first child, Tahnee, who was born on Apri 

18, 1985. Kirk continued to travel extensively on cases and work long hours, and he was away fro 

home much of the time. I was only able to nurse Tahnee until she was nine (9) months old. I found out 

was pregnant with our second daughter, Whitney, and my doctor discouraged me from continuing t 

nurse during my pregnancy. Whitney was born on September 26, 1986. I nursed Whitney until she wa 

about two (2) years of age. At that time I became pregnant with our son, Joseph, who was born 0 

March 4, 1989. I nursed Joseph for 2 years. We were not wealthy then, and we lived in a small thre 

bedroom home. We could not afford outside help, and we did not have either a nanny or maid. I hav 
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nothing but fond memories of taking care of the babies during that time despite the long hours and har 

2 work it required. I was exhausted much ofthe time, but I loved it. 
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31. In regard to my career and education, I stopped working outside the horne when Kirk an 

I made the decision to have a family (Tahnee was a planned pregnancy). Between the pregnancies an 

child rearing, however, I continued to take classes sporadically and work toward completing the credits 

needed for a bachelor's degree in accounting. I worked hard as a student, and when I received m 

bachelor's degree in 1990 (approximately 10 years after I graduated from high school), I graduate 

number one in my class. I was also the President of the Student Accounting Association, and a membe 

of the Honor Society. I received the Outstanding Graduate in College of Business and Economics awar 

from the Alumni Association. I was the first in my family to ever graduate from college, and graduatin 

from college had been a lifelong dream of mine. My family was incredibly proud of me. I gave the 

credit and proper respect for all they were able to do for me. Though in Kirk's eyes, my family did littl 

for me, I was and continue to be eternally grateful for the sacrifices they made. I note that Kirk's onl 

comment about my college education was that he paid for it. 

32. I then enrolled into the masters program at UNLV, and completed my Masters i 

Accountancy in 1995. I did most of my assignments and studying while the children were napping, 0 

after their bedtimes. After completing my master's degree, I interviewed with the UNR School 0 

Medicine in Las Vegas and considered attending medical school. I decided against it, though, becaus 

Kirk's career was in Las Vegas, and it would have been impossible for me to attend medical school i 

Reno without relocating the family. More important, I was not willing to give the time that an educatio 

and career in medicine would have taken away from the children and Kirk. For those reasons, I did no 

pursue further college training. 
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33. Perhaps because of our age difference, despite my education in accounting, Kirk is very, 

very concerned about money. Kirk has insisted throughout our marriage that he control all of 0 

finances. He has always insisted on providing me an allowance. The funds that he provided me wer 

sometimes barely enough to pay for the family's expenses. When I went to him for additional funds, h 

would provide those additional funds if I performed sexual favors or massages. That pattern continue 

for over 10 years in our marriage; it was demeaning and degrading. It definitely damaged any chane 

we had at true intimacy, and our sex life faded to almost nothing over time. Kirk and I stopped havin 

any sexual relations about four years ago. 

34. Kirk's restrictions on my access to money, and need to be in control, certainly ha 

nothing to do with any idea that I did not know how to account for it. Indeed, in years later, he asked m 

to come into his law firm and help them with their accounting, and until last year when Kirk abruptl 

took them to someone else without my knowledge, I prepared all of the our tax returns. 

35. In 1991, my uncle Pat called to inform me that my father was dying of pancreatic cancer. 

He was living in a small RV park in Seattle, Washington. My Uncle was unsure of the exact location 0 

the park. I took a flight to Seattle and began searching for my father. I had not seen my father since tha 

day on the street when he was participating in the fireman's boot drive collecting monies for muscul 

dystrophy. I wanted to tell him I loved him, show him that I was well, and let him know that I held no il 

feelings towards him. I wanted to ease his mind, and I hoped my being there would help him pas 

without feelings of regret. Walking up to the RV unannounced was arguably the hardest thing I've eve 

done. I spent four (4) days with my ailing father, and then returned home quickly to pick up our childre 

and return to Seattle to introduce them to their grandfather before it was too late. The children and 

were only able to spend one day with him before returning home because of his failing health. It turne 

out to be the only time they ever got to see him. His health deteriorated rapidly, and I received news tha 
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he passed two days later. Although it wasn't nearly as much time as I had prayed for, I feel so blesse 

2 that my children and I were able to spend with him what little time he had. 
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36. A short time later I received a call from my oldest sister Cindy's mother-in-la 

informing me that Cindy was found dead in her apartment by her children. I phoned my mother of th 

news, and we went to her home to identify her body. Cindy, had a very difficult and tumultuous life. 

She was married 5 or 6 times and was an alcoholic. She lost her first-born during childbirth, and she wa 

raped by and held hostage by her stepfather, and she was present when he shot himself. She ofte 

phoned me when she contemplated suicide to seek my counsel, and I was always successful a 

convincing her that she should continue living; this time she didn't call. The medical examiner reporte 

her death as a suicide from an overdose of prescription drugs. This is why I'm so careful in no 

exceeding any prescribed medications given to me by my doctors. 

37. A few years later, my mother had a heart attack. She was still living in the dilapidate 

single wide trailer in the desert near the pig farm with no working air conditioning that I had run awa 

from years earlier. By that time Kirk's firm had received millions of dollars in awards and he wa 

earning enough salaried income that our family was living very comfortably. I told him I had a difficul 

time reconciling the fact that I was living so well and allowing my ailing mother to continue to live i 

the conditions in which she was living. I asked Kirk if we could purchase a small house in Anthem fo 

her to live and charge her the same amount of rent she was paying living in the trailer. To m 

amazement, Kirk refused. We fought over this issue for weeks. I simply could not understand how h 

could be so uncaring and unwilling to help. There was no reason for him to refuse - I knew this becaus 

I did our taxes each year and saw how much income we were making. Kirk seemed indifferent to war 

my feelings for my mother and my need to help her in any way I could. It was not until I told him 

would leave so I could get a job and earn the money to help her that he finally relented. Regardless 0 
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our disagreements and obvious difference of priority and values, I appreciated him releasing the funds t 

buy the house. My mother lived her last six (6) or so years in a home nicer than any she had ever live 

in. It was the first time she had ever had a garage. I still have fond memories of her ringing the doorbel 

over and over again while we were moving her in to her new home and the grateful smile she had on he 

face. My mother paid me the same nominal amount of rent she was paying for her rent on the land. T 

her it was a lot, it was all she had. Her income was only about 14,000 per year working full time. I sol 

her trailer for scrap and was able to payoff her car. The last six years was the happiest I ever remembe 

seeing my mother; I feel fortunate to have shared somewhat in that happiness. 

38. In 1997c on a day that I was at my son's baseball practice in Las Vegas, I realized I woul 

be late picking up my eldest daughter, Tahnee, then 12, from dance class in Boulder City. I called m 

mother asking if she would mind driving to Boulder City and picking her up for me, and, of course sh 

said "sure" even after just getting off of work. Tahnee called me a short time later to tell me that m 

mother was lying on the floor in the dance studio unable to speak. I called the paramedics and my goo 

friend Torri Haney a RN to tend to my mother at the dance studio. I was too late. By the time I reache 

the Boulder City Hospital my mother was already pronounced dead. Tahnee has confided in me that th 

horrifying reality of standing there watching her grandmother pass before her eyes and feeling s 

helpless is the reason she is determined to become a doctor. Tahnee is currently enrolled in her first yea 

of medical school at UNR. Before my mother's death, I promised her I would do whatever I could t 

make sure my older sister, Raylene, was taken care of and would never let her become a "bag lady." 

have kept my promise to my mother; I recently purchased a condo for Raylene in Boulder City so sh 

would always have a home. 

39. Kirk is very critical of my mother in his motion and it saddens me. I find it extremel 

hurtful that he condemns her for having difficulties raising me and my siblings. My mother was a singl 
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working mother raising four children. She didn't make enough money to put food on the table, and sh 

worked hard only making minimum wage. She did not have access to the resources Kirk and I have ha 

in coping with difficult teenagers (which all of us were). She did not have anyone that would help her. 

Kirk's claim that any of my siblings were taken away from her by the court system (Kirk's affidavit 

para. 8, pg.2) is an absolute falsehood. Cindy and I left on our own accord, and my mother and fathe 

decided together that Raylene would be better off living with my father and stepmother where she woul 

have constant supervision. Harold remained living with my mother, with the exception of two month 

after a disagreement (see below), upon reconciliation, he returned home under my mother's care and 

contrary to Kirk's contention, he graduated from high school. Harold went on to serve in the Unite 

State Army. He has been a police officer for the Clark County School District for over 20 years. 

40. It is because my mother had little, if any, support that when she was having difficult 

with my brother Harold when he was a teenager, I went to her and told her I would help her in any way 

could. I wanted her to know that someone would be there to help and support her through thos 

emotional and difficult times. My mother wasn't "delighted and gushing over the attention she wa 

getting," she was truly grateful that I cared enough to help her and my younger brother. My mother an 

Harold reconciled, and I was happy to have played a small part in that. My mother and Harold enjoye 

a loving relationship until she passed. 

41. Kirk also claims that my mother played bingo rather than come to our children's birthda 

parties because "she didn't want to attend a function where someone else was getting all the attention.' 

The exact opposite is true. My mother was very insecure, and she did not like public functions becaus 

she did not want to be the center of attention. Her life had been difficult, and I believe that it made he 

feel uncomfortable to be around Kirk and me because she simply did not see herself as fitting in wit 

our lifestyle. I also note that her "bingo" sessions were always early in the morning, and we neve 
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42. I find Kirk's comment about my mother being "cold-hearted" hypocritical in light of th 

fact that he has no contact with two of his three sisters, Jolynn and Kaye, or their spouses or childre 

(Kirk's nephews and nieces). When Kirk's father died, he left Kirk and his three sisters land in Uta 

that is now our "family" ranch. Kirk wanted the land for himself, so he began putting pressure on hi 

sisters. One of his sisters, Janie, sold her portion to him, but the other two, Jolynn and Kaye, refused. 

They enjoyed visiting the ranch and had many fond childhood memories. His sisters visited the ranc 

quite often in fact, they spent more time at the ranch than Kirk did. Kirk ended up with all of the Uta 

property, and I was under the impression that he had ultimately convinced his two sisters to sell. I 

wasn't until recently that I learned that Kirk actually sued his two sisters, and through legal maneuverin 

and intimidation, forced them to sell him their interests. Say what he will about my family, we didn' 

sue each other for money. I still speak to and care about my sister Raylene and my brother Harold, and 

had a loving and caring relationship with my mother and grandparents to the very end. 

43. Kirk also unfairly criticizes my grandparents. He finds it bizarre that they would insist 0 

ordering for the children in a restaurant when they were paying. This is because Kirk has never bee 

poor. My grandparents could not afford to allow children to order whatever items they wanted off 

restaurant menu. It wasn't because they were controlling or unkind. In fact it was just the opposite. I 

was out of love and kindness that they took us out to eat and we knew it and were appreciative. Further 

Kirk claims that my grandfather "killed a man," implicating that he was a murderer. In reality, 

jaywalking pedestrian lost their life in a car accident in which my grandfather was involved. I can' 

even imagine the horror he must have felt and had to live with his entire life. My grandfather was no 
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perfect, nor is anyone else, but those things that Kirk has stated in his affidavit are false, or are jus 

2 grossly misunderstood by Kirk. I note that my grandfather was the City Manager for North Las Vega 

3 and well respected by the community. 
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44. Kirk also contends that I "didn't learn to play well with others," and that I have n 

friends. He then goes to great length to disparage my closest friends, Michelle Walker, Nyla Roberts 

Heather Atkinson and Kim Bailey. Each has provided statements in support of me in this matter. I not 

that in the past, Kirk has been jealous of my relationship with friends, and he now appears to hav 

expanded that jealousy to men and young women. I believe that his affidavit evidences that jealously. 

am blessed to have great and loyal friends, and many acquaintances with whom I am very friendly an 

admire. 

45. Further, Kirk's contention that I want to be the center of attention at all times is als 

preposterous. I think he confuses being outgoing, friendly and being genuinely interested in others a 

trying to be the center of attention. Kirk is very staid and critical; it is very hard to get a read on what h 

feels about someone at any given time. As expressed by those who have provided statements, the 

thought they were friends with Kirk, only to find out through his affidavit that he does not care for the 

in the slightest, and in fact he dislikes them. He generally believes that others have issues, and he i 

quick to criticize and show disapproval of anyone or anything. He truly believes that he is better tha 

others, and he has expressed that to me both indirectly and directly about me, my family, and m 

friends. 

46. As I discuss below, during the first 24 years of our marriage, when Kirk was gone mos 

of the time, it was not impossible to deal with his constant criticism and negativity because I would hav 

long periods away from him, and I would find happiness and solace amongst our children and friends i 

an environment that was friendly, positive, funny and productive. When Kirk "retired" in early 2006, al 
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of that changed. At first he spent the majority of his time in the back office watching TV (his favorit 

activity other than watching a screen at the movies). Since he was just sitting there watching TV, 

asked that he take a more active role with the family, instead of doing so he told me that he was just a 

involved and accessible to the family as I was because he too was in the house and not at his office. I 

was at that point, as discussed below, that my willingness to perform nearly every household tas 

changed and I began to cut back on duties and responsibilities in hopes to get Kirk and the older childre 

more involved in contributing to the household and caring for the younger children. 

C. Career and Community Service 

47. I worked for McGladrey & Pullen seasonally from 1990 and 1991. Between 1990 t 

1993, I worked part-time for Becker CPA Review Course as an instructor, and in 1994 and 1995 I taugh 

at the Community College of Southern Nevada as an accounting instructor. In 1995, when our thre 

oldest children, Tahnee, Whitney and Joseph, all entered school full time, I took a full-time position a 

the Nevada Gaming Control Board, where I worked as an agent. While working for the Gaming Contro 

Board, I was selected to be a part of Leadership Las Vegas, a community leadership program sponsore 

by the Las Vegas Chamber of Commerce. The Gaming Control Board was a "family friendly" 

employer, and I often was able to get off at 3 :00 p.m. and be home with the kids after school and free t 

run them to all their after school activities and help with their homework. I also studied for and passe 

the CPA National examination. 

48. Wanting to advance my career, in 1997, I took a position as a staff accountant at Arthur 

Anderson, the largest accounting firm in the country. Arthur Anderson was extremely competitive an 

the work environment was not conducive for raising a young family since working long arduous hour 

was expected. I left that position after only six months because it placed a considerable strain on m 

family by having both parents not at home daily for extended periods oftime. 
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49. After Kirk retired, I went back to UNL V and received a certificate in fashion design i 

2 2008. Upon graduation I was asked by the administrators at the International Academy of Design 
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taught Draping, Clothing Construction and Global Economics, courses form 2008 to 2010. Kirk 

disparages my efforts and contends that my teaching classes wasn't work. He also minimizes my effort 

by indicating I taught only a draping class and teaching a class requires no effort after the first semester. 

Having never taught school, Kirk is probably just unaware that an instructor has to create and grad 

exams, projects, and papers along with having office hours where students can corne and receive extr 

help when necessary. Kirk is also obviously unaware that it is vitally important that a fashion desig 

instructor need stay current on designers and current fashion trends. In order to teach a course involvin 

the design and construction of clothing, you have to know what is in the marketplace and current trends. 

To suggest otherwise is simply ignorance. 

50. I have enjoyed being a full-time, stay-at-home mother and have absolutely no regrets. 

am proud to be the mother of my children and my participation in their successes and would not hav 

traded it to follow a career for anything. I did think it was important, however, to help others and giv 

back to my community. I believe my desire comes in part from my last childhood encounter with m 

father on the street, where I witnessed him collecting money to help others. I began doing public servic 

work shortly after our marriage when I turned 21 and was old enough to volunteer for the Junior Leagu 

of Southern Nevada, and became involved in fundraisers, events, the thrift store it operates and othe 

activities. I have also served as a volunteer or acted as an officer of the following: Hope Foundatio 

USA, Board of Directors; Special Olympics; Boy Scout Summer Camp; Boulder City Plannin 

Commission, Chairman 1994-1999; Andrew J Mitchell, Reading Tutor, Classroom Volunteer; Martha 

King, Room Parent; Executive Director of the Boulder City Hospital Foundation; Boulder City Hospita 
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Art in the Park; Leadership Las Vegas, Class of 1997; UNLV Alumni Association; Southern Nevad 

Junior Golf Association, Board of Directors; First Tee of Southern Nevada; Southern Nevada Wate 

Authority Integrated Resource Plan Advisory Committee; Planning Commissioners Task Force 0 

Ethics; Southern Nevada Community College Advisory Committee; Boulder City Parks & Recreatio 

Youth Athletic Coach; LDS Girls Camp, Counselor; Boulder City Little League, Board of Directors, 

Fundraising and Event Chair; Boulder City Controlled Growth Ordinance Committee; Historic Distric 

Preservation Plan Study Committee; Chautauqua-History Comes Alive Committee; Boulder City Fol 

Festival; Boulder City Juvenile Conference Committee; Boulder City Drug Abuse Council; Girl Scou 

Leader: PTA Executive Board; UNL V Student Accounting Association, President. 

51. I believe that the opportunity to perform community service and charity work is a gift. 

have always tried to be generous with both time and money and believe I have exemplified an 

encouraged my children to do the same. As far as I'm aware, Kirk does very little if any communit 

service, and in the absence of my involvement, donates very little money compared to our wealth. I d 

not understand how or why Kirk views my charitable work and donations as something negative. 

52. Kirk has disparaged much of my work for the Hope Foundation, and he has tried t 

diminish that work by essentially naming it a frivolous exercise to find a "soul mate" actor. The Hop 

Foundation is a charitable organization founded in Ireland whose primary mission has been to aid poo 

street children living in the slums of Calcutta, India. Because I grew up poor, I feel a special need t 

help children who have very little. The poverty in India, and on the streets of Calcutta where the Hop 

Foundations does the majority of its work, is horrifying. Neglect and starvation are rampant. Th 

children do not have access to basic services, and are routinely exploited and abused. Children as youn 

as five turn to drugs to relieve themselves of the pain of hunger and beatings. Girls as young as eigh 
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years old are forced into prostitution, and sold into human trafficking. When I saw the website, and th 

2 work that the Hope Foundation does, I was moved, and I wanted to be involved. 
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53. Kirk makes the preposterous claim that I am involved with the Hope Foundation so that 

can meet Jonathan Rhys Meyers, an Irish actor. The flaw in Kirk's theory is that Mr. Meyers has neve 

been scheduled to, and has never gone to, any event that I attended on behalf of the Hope Foundation. 

The only connection to Mr. Meyers and my involvement in the Hope Foundation is that I became awar 

of the Hope Foundation on a web page of a television show, the Tudors that he acted in. Mr. Meyers i 

a "celebrity ambassador" to the Hope Foundation. To my knowledge, Mr. Meyers nor any othe 

celebrity ambassadors appear regularly at Hope Foundation events, and as indicated, Mr. Meyers wa 

never scheduled to be at any event I attended through the Hope Foundation. I note that Mr. Meyers live 

in California - if I wanted to meet him, I would have had a better chance driving to L.A. and buying 

map to the houses of the stars than I would travelling to Calcutta, India and Cork, Ireland. 

54. I find it even harder to identify why Kirk dismisses my visit to the slums of Calcutta 

India as a "shopping spree." Attached hereto as Exhibit "A-2" is my initial application to volunteer in 

Hope Foundation project. It's clear that I was not going to Calcutta to shop. I had discussed the tri 

with others who had spent time in India, including a friend, Gard Jameson, a philanthropist. 

55. My trip to India involved aiding children on the streets of Calcutta. During that trip, w 

visited various projects to witness the work done and the on-going efforts of the Hope Foundation. 

rode one night in the Foundation's ambulance. The ambulance travels the streets nightly providin 

meals and healthcare to the poor, and rescuing abandoned, neglected, abused children from the streets. 

visited a project designed to aid children as young as five who were already addicted to sniffing glu 

they were able to obtain from the nearby train tracks in their desperate attempt to numb their agonizin 

pain from hunger and abuse. I visited three orphanages and two schools supported by the Hop 
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Foundation. I also visited two children's' hospitals supported by the Foundation one of which treate 

children with AIDS, and the other treated children with Polio and other critical health care needs. At n 

times were there any celebrities present. After that visit I had no doubt that the Hope Foundation wa 

doing important work, and I was committed in my resolution to be more involved in this organizatio 

and in doing whatever I could to support and promote its efforts. 

56. While visiting the Projects in India, I met a number of volunteers for the Foundation. On 

of whom is Tania Zorilla, a bright, young, and enthusiastic college student that was selected by th 

Director to be my roomate. Ms. Zorilla is also a model who at the time was only twenty years old. Sh 

is the young lady Kirk insults who was with me when I called home using Skype to speak with Brook 

and Rylee. I wanted to introduce Tania to my two youngest daughters and Tania too was excited for th 

opportunity. She also wanted to meet the girls I spoke incessantly about. Kirk's claim that I wa 

"snuggling" with Ms. Zorilla is false, and only suggests that his insane jealousy has now extended t 

women. Kirk has never met Tania, and she did absolutely nothing to deserve his ridicule and disgustin 

insinuation. She is younger than our two older daughters. Tania cared enough about the Hop 

Foundation to raise the money so she could go to India to help abused and neglected street children. 

think her actions are a good example for our daughters, and I am glad I introduced her to them. 

support Ms. Zorilla's commitment to volunteerism, and when she asked me to attend a charity fashio 

show she was hosting to earn money for her college, I made the effort and arrangements to attend alon 

with her mother. 

57. Further, my Calcutta "shopping spree" as Kirk described it, was composed of four "saris' 

that cost a few dollars each - I wore them during the trip. The only other shopping I did was to buy gift 

for our children, Kirk and friends who helped with our family while I was away. I had a 22 hour layove 
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in Dubai, and during that layover, I shopped at the airport and bought bottles of Indian perfume fo 

2 myself, friends and family along with a few souvenirs such as stuffed camels, books and body oils. 
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58. I took a strip to Ireland so I could visit the Hope Foundation offices, meet the staff 

volunteers and attend its annual Ball. I was appointed to the Hope Foundation Ball Committee an 

brought with me various items from the US for auction to help raise monies for projects. While Kir 

feels it's necessary to mock my attendance of the Ball, large and expensive events are the way that man 

Foundations attract wealthy, caring and generous donors. It is no different than US charities. Again, 

Jonathan Rhys Meyers did not go to the Ball because it was never expected that he would, and being 0 

the committee, I was well aware of that fact before going to Ireland. 

59. I readily agree that I wanted to take the opportunity to tour parts ofIreland; indeed, it is 

place I've heard much about and have always wanted to visit. My grandfather is a "Callihan", and m 

family emigrated from Ireland. I note that my interest was made even greater after Kirk came back fro 

a week in Ireland in 2006. As a Christmas gift, I gave Kirk and Joseph a 12 day vacation to Ireland t 

fulfill their dreams of attending the Ryder Cup. Unfortunately, Joseph was unable to travel because of 

school conflict, so Kirk invited his friend Cam Walker to join him (although I now use the term "friend' 

lightly based upon Kirk's scathing insults of Cam in his second affidavit) . Kirk and Cam told me tha 

Ireland was beautiful, that they had a fabulous time playing golf, and that watching the Ryder Cup wa 

"amazing." 

60. While visiting Ireland and attending the Ball, the Director of the Foundation, Rosalee 

Thomas, approached me about spearheading the effort to establish an office of the Foundation in th 

United States. In addition to its offices in Ireland, the Hope Foundation has offices in Germany an 

London. Mrs. Thomas told me that the Foundation had tried in the past to establish a presence in th 

U.S., but had been unsuccessful at opening an office because the process of establishing a 501(c)(3 
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charitable organization in the U.S. as a foreign entity is not an easy task. She was right. I agreed to tak 

2 on the task, and I spoke with Kirk about my desire to establish the organization here. 
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61. Kirk seemed to support my efforts, as he referred me to speak with Les Sully, a lawyer h 

knew. I met with Mr. Sully and began the process establishing a not-for-profit corporation, bylaws 

licenses, etc. I was surprised to see Kirk demean those efforts in his affidavit. I am grateful to Mr. Sull 

for all his efforts, hard work and support. He would not accept any remuneration for his time. 

expressed his belief in the Hope Foundation, and the value of charitable work. 

62. As part of my agreement to take on the obligation of establishing the Hope Foundation i 

the United States, I felt the need to go back to Ireland and to train and learn as much as possible abou 

the organization. I frankly did not realize the scope or effect of the task of bringing the Foundation her 

when I first committed to it. I wanted to be absolutely certain that the Foundation would be a succes 

here. It's one thing to volunteer, and another to be on the Board of Directors and be responsible to th 

U.S. government and the IRS. I did not feel my previous meetings over the course of one or two days i 

Ireland were sufficient due diligence or training, and thus I made a decision to spend a few weeks i 

Ireland over the summer to do my due diligence. 

63. I chose the summer because during that time Kirk and our older children would be horn 

to help with Brooke and Rylee. I also planned that towards the end of my visit, my entire family woul 

come to Ireland, visit the Hope Foundation offices, meet the staff, volunteers and supporters. Then w 

would travel the countryside and have a memorable family vacation. 

64. Before Brooke and Rylee arrived in Ireland, other than a week trip to Washington, D.C. 

where I lobbied Congress for charitable purposes (see below), I spent time with the directors of the Hop 

Foundation, Tania and Rosaleen Thomas, in Cork, Ireland where the main office is located, and at th 

Hope Foundation office in Wicklow. I did not spend time traveling with David Walsh as Kirk claims. 
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hope it is not me that only sees the irony in Kirk claiming that I was traveling to Ireland to meet 

handsome young Irish actor, but chose to have an "affair" with a gray haired married man twice th 

actor's age (at least I think he's married, he may be divorced, it wasn't my business and I never tol 

Kirk he was "happily" married). I accompanied Mr. Walsh in a car during a charity event. 

Foundation had a GT Rally as one of their summer fundraisers and all the staff and volunteer 

participated in the Rally. Mr. Walsh is a supporter of the Hope Foundation and sponsors an entir 

orphanage for young girls in Calcutta, India. 

65. I find it odd that Kirk would have so many fantastical theories about what I was doing i 

Ireland. Kirk never asked me what I was doing on a day-to-day basis, and in fact he didn't seem to car 

at all. When I telephoned horne, he was short on the phone and had a negative, condescending tone. 

Any question I asked got a two-word answer if I was lucky. I believe that he was resentful of m 

traveling, and for having to take care of the girls while I was away, but I have now been informed tha 

he spent a great deal of time using others to care for them. 

66. During that trip, after I was in Ireland for a week I flew to Washington D.C. to lobby wit 

Kathleen Close and Resolve, a grass roots organization whose mission is to end world hunger and t 

eradicate poverty. I also met with Senator Reid, Senator Ensign and others to promote Resolve and th 

Hope Foundation. I then flew back to Ireland to complete my training. 

67. In August, 2010, Kirk and Whitney carne to Ireland approximately seven days afte 

Tahnee had brought Rylee and Brooke, and he stayed for only a week. The girls were there for almos 

three weeks. When Kirk visited me in Ireland, I told him about a fundraiser I had been helping the Hop 

Foundation organize over the summer (in addition to working on and completing all the documentatio 

to open The Hope Foundation USA). The fundraiser was a mountain climbing expedition to the bas 

camp of Mt. Everest. The climbers were to include Irish "celebrities" (a sports radio announcer, artist 
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and two young actors on Irish soap operas) in an effort to spur media coverage of the event an 

correspondingly spread information regarding the Hope Foundation. Kirk asked if I was planning 0 

going and I said I'd like to, but I wasn't sure if could go since I had already been away from home for a 

extended period of time during the summer. I was worried about the time away from the girls (Brook 

and Rylee). At that time, I was excited that Kirk enthusiastically encouraged me to go. He told me tha 

his friend, Chris Publow, climbed to the Everest Base Camp and then gave a presentation for the Rota 

club about the climb. Kirk related that Chris said it was one of the most amazing experiences he'd eve 

had. Kirk said I should go, and I almost hit the floor. With Kirk's assurance, I felt I could go 0 

something that I had only heard of, climbing Mt. Everest (though this was something very different tha 

the peak climb which takes about three months). The trip was planned for 22 days. I was very excite 

to go, and I was thankful that Kirk was supportive. He was well aware that the one overnight that I Ie 

the girls in Ireland (with Rosaleen Thomas's daughter whom I trusted implicitly, took them to th 

Dublin Zoo, an indoor amusement arcade, and to watch the play "Chitty Chitty Bang Bang") wa 

because I had to attend a mandatory training for the climb. Unfortunately, it appears as though the onl 

reason Kirk was so supportive of my endeavors and encouraging me to make the climb was so he coul 

use it against me in his planned custody action by claiming I abandoned and don't love my children. 

68. I note that after the trip to and from the Mt. Everest base camp (which was a remarkabl 

success for the Foundation), I travelled back to Ireland to run in the Dublin marathon. Running a ful 

marathon was again another dream that I had, and I completed the marathon and flew home. 

69. We have moved forward with the work for the Foundation, and we are likely just week 

away from the organization being approved in the U.S. Because my future duties will be with the boar 

of directors here, my trips to Ireland will be few and limited. I am proud of the work that I have don 

for the Foundation, and I will continue to support its efforts. I saw what the Foundation does first hand 
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and it is imperative that its work continues. I will do whatever it takes to promote their mission, and t 

ensure its success. I never want a child to endure the horrific, gut wrenching and painful circumstances 

witnessed during the trip to Calcutta. 

D. Children 

70. One of the clear reasons that Kirk and I are getting a divorce from my perspective is hi 

failure to recognize or appreciate my role in our family. In his topsy-turvy world, Kirk believes that i 

you work to give your children the opportunity to be successful, and then are proud of thei 

accomplishments, you are a "narcissist." With the clear understanding that I will be accused of takin 

credit for the children's accomplishments for being proud of our children, I have gathered document 

evidencing the successes, and in some instances the problems, of our children. Submitted as Exhibit A 

A-I is a compact disc of documents and photographs that are organized by child by year. As is eviden 

from those documents, our older children have been, Brooke and Rylee are, excellent students that wer 

and are involved and successful in numerous activities, including music, sports and dance. 

71. Kirk seems to suggest that the only thing I ever did for the children was gloat about thei 

accomplishments. He suggests in his affidavit that because I did not cook every meal (he has greatl 

exaggerated or misstated nearly everything about cooking, feeding and eating in our home), tha 

somehow I did not contribute as a mother. That statement reveals a complete lack of understanding 0 

all that goes into parenting. Kirk seems to dismiss his own admission that he worked long hours for th 

first 24 years of our marriage. Kirk's notion was that he was working so hard at the office fomieen (14 

hours a day and he shouldn't have to do anything, not even take out the trash or feed the dogs. H 

watched television when home, claiming he needed time to "wind down." He was very little help durin 

those years. 
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72. I am proud of the fact that our children were involved in activities. Kirk dismisses an 

role I had in the children's success in school, sports, music or dance. He suggests that the children wer 

just naturally gifted. Does he really think that children happily sit down and do their homework eac 

night, or sign themselves up for dance, piano, golf, tennis, karate and go to the various activities 

practices, lessons, etc.? I'm not taking or asking for credit, but at least some notion that I mad 

sacrifices for, and contributed to, their success. I wasn't pursuing a career, I was wiping rear ends, an 

cleaning up accidents, and balancing schedules, and washing and folding clothes, and taking kids to th 

doctor, and cooking meals, and sitting through play dates, and attending so many practices and lesson 

that I cannot even possibly count them -- and I loved it. Yet because Kirk didn't have a hot meal waitin 

for him each night, he believes that I didn't fulfill my role as a mother and wife. I'm not the one of u 

that is delusional. 

73. Kirk has a "laissez-faire" style of parenting. He watches a lot of television. He is no 

usually the one who signs them up for events and activities, he does not participate in their school (unti 

a few days ago when he attended the library field trip), and has only transported the children consistentl 

anywhere in the last two or three years (after he consulted with his divorce counsel). 

74. I have been an active parent, and I believe that children, especially children as gifted a 

ours (something that Kirk and I agree upon), should be involved in activities. Here is just a short, an 

certainly incomplete, list of things that I have done with the children, or directly involved them in: 

a. I have taught all of the children to read, and I have read extensively with and to al 

of the children. All of the children have reading awards for number of pages 0 

minutes read during a specific school year. Before the time that the children coul 

read independently, I read all ofthose pages with the children; 
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b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

The children have received mountains of awards based on academics. I was th 

parent that helped the children with the vast bulk of their homework, but 

certainly understand that our children worked very hard at their schoolwork. Kir 

may not understand this, however, but children don't always run naturally towar 

schoolwork after school, and there were many times where I had to push all fiv 

children to study, and complete their assignments and projects; 

I supplemented the children's education by tutoring them during the summer 

utilizing the Abeka program; 

All of the children have participated in swimming lessons. Some started with th 

Mommy and me program at six months, but everyone took Red Cross swimmin 

lessons, or private swim lessons. (My mother didn't know how to swim, and I wa 

afraid of the children drowning); 

All five children have played soccer, and I coached Joseph's soccer team; 

f. All five children have played on softball/baseball teams; 

g. 

h. 

The four oldest children have all played organized basketball; 

The older three children were "every sport" every season (golf, basketball 

volleyball, swim, baseball I softball), and all of them lettered in sports in hig 

school; 

1. All the children have taken dance lessons (Joseph was the first boy in his dane 

J. 

school); 

I sat through almost all of the full practices of all of the children. Even when the 

were in high school, I sat through many of the practices, sometimes as the oni 

parent in the stands (with Brooke in a baby seat). 
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k. 

1. 

m. 

n. 

o. 

The older children were in karate when they were five, and Tahnee and Whitne 

achieved their junior black belts. I believe Joseph may have also, or was ver 

close to it. 

All five children have taken piano lessons, while Brooke and Rylee have als 

taken violin, guitar and drums; 

The older children have received art instruction through the Parks and Recreatio 

Department; 

I took the children on many vacations to Disneyland alone (at least once per yea 

and sometimes twice). Kirk and I once took a vacation without the children t 

Paris, but I asked Kirk to come back early because I couldn't stand to be awa 

from the children and was worried about them. That is the only time I can eve 

recall being away from the older girls or Joseph during their childhood. 

Joseph played baseball for approximately six years when he was younger. 

p. All the children have taken golf lessons, and Joseph is pursuing a career 

professional golf. 

q. 

r. 

All the kids have been good students. Some have had different struggles an 

different strengths. Tahnee and Whitney are graduates of the prestigious an 

difficult International Baccalaureate program at Green Valley High School. 

Joseph struggled a little, but he was an excellent math student and an incredibl 

golfer. Brooke and Rylee are both excellent students. 

There were days that I was in the car driving the children to places 5 or 6 hour 

(see below). We used to joke that Brooke grew up in a car seat. 
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s. Tahnee and Whitney were both in the Miss Teen Nevada pageant and others. 

Tahnee was Miss Teen Nevada. 

75. Kirk also seems to believe that children naturally want to do all of the extra-curricula 

activities, and happily put in all of the work necessary to excel. Again, this is a delusional notion. 

Children need to be encouraged, and that encouragement takes many forms, including compliments an 

threats and everything in between. If he has the notion that the dialogue, prompting, and effort it take 

to get kids to achieve is easy and fun, it is because he simply hasn't done much of it. 

76. Tahnee recently indicated that I had her in too many activities. On the other hand, 

Whitney recently questioned why I wasn't making the little girls play sports. Brooke tried soccer for 3 

seasons, basketball for two seasons, swim for one season, and volleyball for one season, but prefers t 

only dance. My experience tells me that Tahnee is right, and that I shouldn't over-schedule the kids. 

Consequently, I don't make Brooke play sports. It remains to be seen if Rylee will choose to just danc 

or to play other sports. Rylee has tried soccer, T -ball, and swimming, but so far she also prefers to jus 

dance. 

77. The older children are accomplished adults. Tahnee is a gifted pianist and attended St. 

Andrews University in Scotland for two years and later completed her degree at Johns Hopkin 

University. Tahnee is currently enrolled in medical school at the University of Nevada at Reno. 

Whitney attended Wake Forest University and married an Army Ranger who is now serving in Kuwait. 

She is currently enrolled at a University in North Carolina studying to become a Physician's Assistant. 

Our son Joseph attended Clemson University and University of San Diego, and he is finishing his degre 

in Business Administration at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. He is a competitive college golfe 

and is striving to play on the PGA Tour. 
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E. Kirk's Attempts at Alienation 

78. Kirk claims that I have taken credit for the accomplishments of the children. Frankly, i 

absurd and ridiculous. I'm not sure from his explanation how he thinks that I took such credit. 

certainly never said, "I earned that trophy", or "I'm Miss Teen Nevada", or "I hit that home run," "I wo 

that State Championship," or "That Jr. Black Belt is mine", or "I took that math exam," etc. Did I see t 

it that they were signed up, had the proper equipment, and went to practice on a consistent basis? Yes 

but their achievements are their own. I have been proud of my children's accomplishments like al 

parents, and if Kirk and others have heard me speak about my children's accomplishments, it's becaus 

in that area there is a lot I can talk about. 

79. There have been times when I have discussed my role in the children's accomplishment 

with them. Our daughter Tahnee has a temper, and when angry can make very hurtful comments. Fo 

example, she has said, "I'm smarter than you," "have more talent than you", "am more athletic tha 

you", "I went to a better college than you," "I'm going to be more successful than you," "You d 

nothing, you don't even work", "Its dad's money", etc. (all themes that I believe have been kept alive b 

Kirk since they are mentioned throughout his motion). I had conversations with Tahnee when she wa 

in high school, after she said something along the lines of the foregoing quotes, reiterating the fact t 

Tahnee that she was able to achieve so much was because I supported her efforts. Tahnee would the 

allege I was trying to take credit. The problem wasn't that I wanted to take credit, the problem was tha 

Tahnee was of the belief that she did not need to show any gratitude, and even worse, she could taunt m 

by telling me that I had no role in her achievements. Do I think she was grateful? Yes, I do. Do I thin 

she said things in the heat of arguments that suggested she wasn't grateful? Yes, I do. Rather th 

assuring her that I played any role in her success, it is clear (indeed, he even admits it) that Kirk instea 
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fostered the notion, and continues to foster the notion, that I only did anything for Tahnee (or any of th 

2 other children for that matter) because I wanted to take credit for it. 
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80. One of the consistent problems in our marriage has been Kirk's lack of respect for m 

when dealing with the children. There are numerous times in his affidavits that he demonstrates this. 

When I would attempt to discipline the children by loss of privileges, he often undermined it. Kirk ha 

on many occasions referred to me as a "freeloader" and he told me in front of the children "you don' 

work." He has even convinced the older children that I don't deserve "his money," a theme the tw 

oldest girls have seemed to latched onto based upon their continual reference to things I buy (of cours 

neither of them has ever suggested to me that I've spent too much on them). So the Court can see tha 

Kirk's suggestion that I only buy things for myself is plain wrong, I have attached as Exhibit A-3 a lis 

of purchases I have made on behalf of the children in the period from 2005 to 2011. 

81. There are other themes besides the "your freeloading mother is spending too much of m 

money" and "she has stolen credit for all your achievements" mantra that he has used to try to alienat 

the children. Kirk's most recent invention is that I have favored Tahnee while growing up. I have neve 

"favored" any child and I love them all immeasurably. Each child had his or her own individual need 

and talents and interests, which I did my best to address. Whitney spent more time with her friends 

because Whitney's personality is very gregarious and social. She loves to be around people; she is ver 

social and has lots of friends. Tahnee's personality is quite different. She is much more introverted an 

enjoys spending time alone. Tahnee loves to stay at home and read, draw and work on the computer. 

Being around people is exhausting for Tahnee and she has described herself as having social anxiety. 

supported Whitney's decision to participate in extra-curricular activities and attend the LDS church. 

supported all of the children in everything they did. Sibling rivalry and relationships are alway 

complicated, and I did my best to help all of them. 
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82. Kirk makes much of the notion that Whitney, at age 13, expressed that she wanted to liv 

with friends (she never actually did live with anyone else). Whitney had good friends who were LDS 

and she wanted to go to church regularly. She looked at LDS families and compared them to Kirk an 

me, and she thought we fell short of her ideal. Again, she was 13 years old. Whitney remained in 0 

home, and was very involved in church activities, student body office, and other leadership positions a 

school. Rather than allowing this to just die, Kirk brings this issue up over and over again. 

do I recall every expressing to Whitney that she should move out of our house. 

83. Kirk's repetition of problems that occurred while the children were in high school is 0 

full display in his motion. He repeats again the incident where I smacked Tahnee and told her to get ou 

of the house. Kirk, of course, has selectively used or distorted facts. First, he claims Tahnee wa 

sixteen. In reality she was almost 18, and in her senior year of high school After arguing for 

significant period in which Tahnee continued to belittle my parenting of our younger children, sh 

punctuated her argument with a "F_k you," and I smacked her mouth. I am not proud of that fact, bu 

it was a single incident. Contrary to Kirk's contention, that is the only time I ever recall smackin 

Tahnee in the mouth. I fully understand teenagers need to become independent and thus separat 

themselves from their parents. I also understand that this struggle for independence may lead t 

disagreements. I do not believe, however, that a teenager's desire to gain independence grants the 

license to be rude, defiant and ignore their responsibilities 

84. Both Kirk and Tahnee have failed to tell the whole story underlying that incident, and b 

doing so, have misrepresented it. Tahnee and I began having difficulties when she started high school. 

Our family was forced out of our Boulder City home because of a lawsuit Kirk was in with ou 

neighbor, and we were renting a home in Green Valley. Tahnee and Whitney transferred to Gree 

Valley High School and were accepted into the International Baccalaureate Program. Both girls mad 
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the golf team and Whitney also made the basketball team and served as an officer in the studen 

government. During Tahnee's junior year she inexplicably appeared to be shutting down and exhibitin 

signs of depression. She became more isolated, quit her dance and piano classes, refused to practice golf, 

study for her prepatory ACT Kaplan practice exams and received multiple failing notices. See Exhibi 

A-4, attached hereto. She had also began to talk back and became openly defiant in front of Brooke wh 

then was only three years old. I took Tahnee to Sue Beglinger, a family counselor, and then to 

psychiatrist, Dr. Elizabeth Tully to prescribe medication. I was seriously concerned about Tahnee' 

failing notices, and I wanted to help her overcome her problem. Kirk's only input to this process was t 

criticize me for trying to "control" Tahnee. I was extremely thankful when the psychiatrist provided 

medical note that allowed Tahnee additional time to turn in all late assignments, and Tahnee 

eventually able to pull up her grades. Nevertheless, this was a very stressful time for the family. 

85. We finally moved into a new home in Boulder City, and our fifth child Rylee was born i 

January 2003. My conflicts with Tahnee became more frequent and started to escalate. I asked Kirk t 

assist me in parenting the older children for months, but Kirk replied that I had "messed up the kids" 

and now I wanted him to "fix it." Instead of Kirk becoming supportive, he began to undermine m 

authority by belittling me openly in front of the children. He started saying things like, "You know ho 

your Mom is" and, "just walk away and wait until I get home." After a while, whenever I asked Tahne 

to do anything she did not want to do she said, "No, I'll talk to Dad." 

86. The day that I asked her to leave, we had been arguing for hours. When I went into 

different room with the little girls, then three and a baby, she would follow and say more. Th 

conversation became heated. I was tired, and I was angry that she continued to come after me even wit 

the little girls there. I said things that I shouldn't have - the worst of which was mentioning th 

problems she had undergone earlier that school year. I know that hurt Tahnee, and she felt like I wa 
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abandoning her by telling her to leave. I simply wanted to stop the arguments, and I did not truly thi 

2 she would be gone for any length of time. It was wrong, and I regret it, but what truly made it a 

3 incident that continues to be brought up over and over again is the way Kirk reacted. 
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87. Tahnee did leave the house that day, but I knew where she would go, her friend Heather' 

house. Tahnee had a place to go and was not in any danger or living on the street. I was hoping for tw 

things, 1) Kirk would realize the severity of the situation and step up and help parent; and, 2) Tahne 

would realize how good she had it and make a commitment to change and participate with her family i 

a positive nature. Instead, Kirk retrieved Tahnee from Heather's (exactly where I suspected she woul 

go) and brought her home. In front of the children he said "this house belongs to the children" and tha 

it was going to "always be their home no matter what they say or do." In other words, the children nee 

not show me any respect, were free to do whatever they wanted or did not want to do at the home, an 

there was not going to be any consequence. Kirk expresses his view in his motion that the children' 

only "fault" was to want some independence from me, or to dare to question a decision I mad 

concerning them. 

88. I note that in his motion he presents his theme that I could not accept the independence 0 

the children in a way that makes no sense. Strangely, while saying on the one hand that I was to 

involved in the older children's lives (and thus could not accept their independence), he also states tha 

after giving birth to Rylee and having a toddler, Brooke, I became more focused on the two younges 

children, while I became less tolerant of the oldest three children's attempts to be more independent. 

(Kirk's aff. p. 7) That statement is contradictory and illogical. It stands to reason that if I was mor 

focused on the younger children that I would be less focused on the older three and any of their attempt 

to be more independent would be aided by my focus on the younger children. 
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89. Kirk, however, was wrong about what was going on. The person that best expresse 

what happened that day was Tahnee. In a letter that she wrote, she outlined how she felt about th 

incident. A true and correct copy of that letter is attached hereto as Exhibit A-5. For me, the incident i 

over, and I love Tahnee and always will. She should, and I believe does, know that I will be there fOl 

her whenever she needs me for as long as I live. 

90. While Kirk is quick to blame me for every ill that has ever occurred in our family, h 

fails to mention any of his own confrontations with Whitney and Tahnee. When they were defiant wit 

him the story had a different ending. He chased Tahnee down the street yelling. My recollection is tha 

he couldn't catch her and came back empty handed, and it was a while later when Tahnee mustere 

enough courage to come home. He also chased Whitney with a hairbrush in our home and caught he 

upstairs and spanked her with the brush in hand. He also chased Tahnee while playing golf at the gol 

course and she fell down in a hazard and cut her leg. He grabbed her and brought her back to the gol 

cart. All of these instances occurred during the same timeframe, and during all the above instances Kir 

used profanity. Kirk did these things only on a few occasions when the girls were defiant with him, an 

they stopped being defiant. With me, however, that never happened. I couldn't threaten them wit 

physical punishment. Tahnee is six feet tall and Whitney is five foot eight and they both are junior blac 

belts. The girls were bigger, stronger, and faster than me. At five foot three and often with a toddle 

and infant in my arms, I posed no real threat to them. With Kirks constant undermining and non 

supportive nature, I could not discipline them in anyway. 

F. 

91. 

Deterioration of the Marriage 

Kirk and I had significant marital problems after the incidents with the older children. 

The children started to go away to college, but would come back every summer. In the summer of 2005 

I asked the girls to do basic chores when they came home, and help with things around the house. The 
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did what they pleased, because Kirk had continually assured them that they did not have to do anything 

had asked of them. When I went to Kirk, he refused to help and continued to undermine and belittle m 

in front of the older children. Tahnee and I again were at odds, and again I told her that if she was goin 

to be disrespectful, she needed to find another place to live. Kirk told me it was Tahnee's house, and i 

anyone should have to go anywhere that it was me who should have to leave. That night about 9:00 pm 

I left with Rylee and Brooke and checked in to the Marriott in Green Valley. Contrary to Kirk's gros 

exaggeration, I was gone for 16 days, not six weeks, and contrary to Kirk's misrepresentation, he did se 

Brooke on her birthday during that time. I spoke to Kirk each day that I was out of the house. 

92. Part of the time away was me waiting to get an appointment with Robert Dickerson, 

local attorney that had been recommended to me. After meeting with Mr. Dickerson, he told me that h 

didn't think I was ready for a divorce because I was still crying about leaving Kirk. Mr. Dickerso 

advised me to move back into the horne to try and work things out. He also gave me the name of 

therapist, and I made an appointment to see her. After visiting with the therapist, I went to speak to Dr. 

Sean Duffy, a psychiatrist, who prescribed Celexa for anxiety. (Dr. Duffy's records are submitted a 

Exhibit A-6). After seeing the therapist and Dr. Duffy, I went back into the home and began trying t 

resolve our family issues. Although Tahnee and Whitney seemed ambivalent to my return, Kirk wa 

very supportive and told the kids "this was a good thing." At that time I didn't know Kirk also sough 

advice from an attorney (I believe one of the two he's using now). I thought at the time he was trying t 

help with the children, but I now believe that this was the beginning of his campaign against me. 

said he would help me deal with the older children, and I held out hope for our future. 

93. Kirk claims that I criticized him for working too much. That comment probably cam 

from the context of discussing the problems with the older children, something along the lines of "Kirk 

you don't see what they do, you're never here," or words to that effect. Even so, this wasn't a criticis 
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but a statement of fact, which Kirk confirms in his affidavit "Kirk continued to work extremely hard i 

2 his practice through the 1990's and into the first five years of the 2000's".(at page 4), and "Kir 

3 continued to work long hours at this practice" (at page 5). 
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94. Kirk "retired" in early 2006. When he received his first large settlement years earlier h 

stated that his goal was to retire when he was 50. The only reason he didn't was that his partners talke 

him into putting his name on a lease extension through 2005. Therefore, he retired when he was 51. H 

claims that he did so because he was worried about my mental state and my ability to care for th 

children. That is just a flat out falsehood. If he was so worried about my mental state, then why woul 

he leave everything to me in a will he prepared days before he retired? See Exhibit A-7 attached hereto. 

Moreover, shortly after his retirement he travelled to Ireland and was gone for fourteen days. In reality, 

Kirk had earned many millions of dollars through the firm, and he stopped working full time as a lawye 

because he no longer wanted to work, period. It had nothing to do with me, and based upon his action 

after he first retired nothing to do with our children. 

95. When he first retired, he went through a bit of culture shock. I can still remember hi 

coming down the first day and saying, "So, what are you going to do today?" He was used to havin 

direction and having employees - he seemed a bit lost. The next day he came into my office an 

announced that he was going to continue to write all of the checks to pay bills, put the stamps on th 

envelopes, and then give them to me to mail. I was speechless; he essentially wanted me to mail hi 

bills like his secretary had been hired to do at his office. 

96. Kirk didn't know what to do with himself in the early months of 2006. At first I fe1 

sorry for him because he was having a hard time with the transition, but feeling sorry for him quickl 

vanished when he began relentlessly criticizing me. He began to tell me how to do everything, an 

began to run everything--"run" everything, not "do" everything. For example, if I didn't fill th 
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dishwasher right he would want to show me how to load it better. He would suggest to me that the onl 

reason I know how to do laundry is because he had taught me how to do it. He wouldn't actually loa 

the dishwasher or do the laundry, he would just explain to me how I should do it better. He didn't see 

to grasp that I had actually been doing these things for the last 24 years, and that his patronizin 

suggestions were insulting. Moreover, because he had not done the dishes or laundry in all that time, hi 

suggestions were often just an announcement of the obvious stated in a way that suggested he had jus 

invented the wheel. I did not want to fight with him, so I said little in response. 

97. When he wasn't criticizing and belittling, he would lie on the couch in the back offic 

and watch television. Kirk loves television, particularly sports and movies. A careful read of hi 

affidavit will demonstrate that the most common activity he describes with the girls is watchin 

television. He will sit in front of the television for hours watching sports. 

98. My position was simple. Now that he was home 24/7, he needed to be a part of the famil 

and help with the chores and with the children. Kirk was still oblivious to what was going on around hi 

such as the telephone ringing (he would just let it ring), door knocking (he would just sit until 

answered it) and simple things that needed to get done like the children's homework and preparation fo 

bed at a reasonable hour, etc. I repeatedly asked him to not close the door in the back office and watc 

television, and instead help me with the children and the running of the household. He thought since h 

wasn't at the office, that he was helping with the family since he was "at home". I told him that sitting i 

the office with the door shut watching television wasn't helping with the family. Kirk replied, "Doesn' 

my working 14 hours a day at the office for the last 30 years mean anything?" He also stated that he wa 

just as involved and accessible to the children lying in the office with the door shut, watching televisio 

as I was sitting in the living room and kitchen where the family congregated. This was absolutel 
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99. It was about that time that our relationship began to really deteriorate. I felt that he di 

little, and we did almost nothing together. I still managed to spend time with the children, but Kirk and 

simply didn't get along. Kirk did not respect my role as a mother, and now his attitude suggested that h 

only wanted me there if I made his life easier by taking care of the girls, cooking, cleaning etc. When 

as I discuss below, I began doing less of these things for him and our adult children, they were al 

angered. Eventually, the resentment and hostility that had been lying under the surface since the olde 

children's teenage years began to resurface, and it became uncomfortable to even be in the same room a 

Kirk. Sometime later, we eventually stopped having any physical intimacy whatsoever, and h 

demanded that (apparently since I was useless to him that way as well) I move out of the maste 

bedroom. Indeed, after he retired he seemed to want to take over any space in the home I occupied. 

100. As stated, after Kirk retired I was frustrated, and I decided that as long as I continued t 

run the entire household, do all that needed to be done, and took responsibility for everything, nothin 

was ever going to change. Since I do not watch television, I purchased a Kindle, an electronic book, an 

started to take the time to read. My oldest daughter Tahnee, who is an English Literature major, gave m 

a list of her favorite authors and series. Since I had not had the opportunity to do much pleasure readin 

in the previous 24 years, I took Tahnee's list and began to read the books on it. 

101. When the older children came home from college in late Spring, I decided not to pick u 

after everybody constantly and I no longer prepared all the meals. The older kids and Kirk wer 

surprised and angered by my actions. My belief was that if the older children were going to come bac 

home as adults they could help by contributing to the household and the household responsibilities lik 
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2 that I was not living up to my "responsibilities" of the running of the entire household. 
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102. Kirk's suggests that I locked myself in my office each day, and then proceeds to state tha 

I read my kindle and surf and shop on the internet all day. The obvious question is how he would kno 

what I was doing behind a locked and closed door. In any event, I was not in my office all day, and 

did not spend my whole day reading or on the internet. Kirk is partially correct. I purchase the majorit 

of items for myself and for our family online, especially around the holidays and after Christmas sales. 

Kirk, however, also receives a number of items from Amazon.com and Cabela's for himself and man 

items for the ranch, as well. 

G. Issues Raised By Kirk in his Motion 

103. Kirk has set forth a myriad of arguments why I should be restricted from having the girl 

in my care. In addition to the issues raised in his motion, he sets forth approximately 160 pages 0 

factual allegations. I will address the issues addressed in his motion, and any factual allegations that 

believe need to be addressed, but sheer mass prevents me from responding to each and everyone 0 

Kirk's factual allegations. To the extent such allegations are not specifically addressed in this affidavit 

they are denied. 

20 104. Kirk's motion can be distilled into a handful of arguments that can be categorized. I wil 
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address each one of the category of arguments, and any relevant sub-arguments. The categories an 

sub-arguments are as follows: 

a. Allegation of "Abandonment" of Children 

b. Mental Health 

1. Alleged Diagnosis of Narcissistic Personality Disorder 

11. Allegation of obsession with Jonathan Rhys Meyers 
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111. Allegation of obsession with Cosmetic Surgery 

IV. Allegation of Mental or Physical Defect due to Drug Use 

v. Allegation of Use of "Psychic" as Counselor 

c. Alleged Mental and Physical Damage to Children 

1. Prenatal Care 

11. "Sleeping" with the Children 

111. Transfer of Testosterone 

d. Exclusive Possession of the Residence 

a. Allegation of Abandonment of the Children 

105. In early 2006, Kirk said he'd like to drive the girls to school and dance. I was happ 

about that, as I had been taking all of the children everywhere for years, and it freed some extra time i 

the mornings for me to shower and get ready for the day. Kirk slowly began to fill his days by drivin 

the kids to school and dance, and then going on bike rides and playing golf. Within a few weeks, 

recall him telling me how he thought I should once again either take girls to school, or pick up Brook 

from school because doing both cut into the middle of the day and would interfere with his golf gam 

andlor extended bike rides. My response was "welcome to parenting where your time is no longer you 

own." He was not amused. I began again doing some ofthe driving. 

106. Kirk became more active around the house, but certainly not to the extent that he claims. 

For example, Kirk's contention that he does more of the housework and all of the girls' laundry than 

do borders on complete fantasy. I have always done all of my laundry, and all of the children's laundry. 

That includes washing and folding all of the sheets and towels in the home. Kirk at some time starte 

washing his "laundry," which for the first 24 years of our marriage was composed almost entirely of hi 

socks, t-shilis and underwear (Kirk took and picked up all of his shirts and suits at the laundry I dr 
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cleaners). To this day I still handle the laundry for the girls. Moreover, his contention that he does th 

bulk of the housework is also false. Every Wednesday I work with our housekeeper, Liz Castello, t 

ensure that the home is clean. In between the housekeeper's visits, I straighten up the house and tak 

out the trash. At one point Kirk contends that I did not take out the trash for "three weeks." Apparentl 

he forgot that we have a housekeeper that comes in weekly. Kirk's allegations regarding the laundr 

and cleaning are false, and simply designed to present a false impression to the Court. Kirk does fee 

the dogs the vast majority of the time and takes the trash cans out to the street and he makes sur 

everyone knows it. 

107. As stated, I stopped sleeping with Kirk in 2005 or 2006. After he commandeered th 

master bedroom. I read stories to Brooke and Rylee or they read their own story nightly before fallin 

asleep. Up until May of this year, I would often time fall asleep with Brooke and Rylee whil 

snuggling. If I fell asleep I would almost always wake up between the hours of 11 :00 p.m. and 1 :00 a.m. 

and go downstairs and sleep, on the couch. However, since May, after our reading, I remove mysel 

from the bed while the girls are still awake and lie on the couch in their bedroom. When I wake up 

again usually between the above hours, I go downstairs to sleep on the couch. 

108. Kirk's presentation of our daily duties with the children is inaccurate. On schoo 

mornings I wake Brooke and Rylee, assist them in getting dressed, help them with their hair (if the 

want me to), and I prepare and pack their school lunch and a thermos of ice and water. If it's my drivin 

day, I drive them to school and pick up Brooke. I also share driving them to and from dance. I help th 

children with their homework and school projects, when I'm not responding to 350+ page motions. 

continue to volunteer in Rylee's classroom and assist the school during fundraising events. I typicall 

make them a snack before they go to dance, and if it is my tum to make dinner, I prepare the evenin 

meal. I have taken the girls to nearly all of their doctor's appointments, and I shop with them for all 0 
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their dance attire, sports equipment, toiletries, eyeglasses, and the majority of their clothing. I take the 

to their hair cut appointments and to have their nails manicured 6-8 times a year. I took Brooke t 

physical therapy for 6-10 weeks when her shoulder was ailing. I take them, and sometimes participat 

in activities with their friends. We have gone to visit places together and go to summer camps togethe 

etc. 

lO9. Brooke and Rylee are very social and have friends with whom they like to spend time 

but Kirk's contention that I drop them off every weekend is false. The children spend probably one 0 

two nights a month with friends at the most during the school year and one or two nights per wee 

during the summer. I note that Kirk continually allowed the children to spend evenings and nights at m 

friend's homes when I travelled in 20lO. 

110. Kirk claims that "On almost all school mornings Kirk cooks the girls' scrambled eggs 

sausage, bacon or ham, honey toast and orange juice." This was almost immediately a point 0 

contention between us. I warned Kirk that the children should not have eggs and sausage or bacon ever 

morning because it is unhealthy and full of fat and cholesterol. He replied he grew up on that diet, an 

he has "one of the lowest cholesterol counts in the world." Unfortunately, when we did Rylee's lab test 

earlier this year, it showed that her cholesterol levels were dangerously high, and I made an appointmen 

with the dietician at the doctor's office and invited Kirk to join me. The dietician told Kirk that Ryle 

should have no more than four egg yolks a week, and that amount includes egg yolks in all things sh 

eats during the week, including breads and pasta. Though he would never listen to my suggestions tha 

alter the diet of the children, he listened to the dietician, and he has now dramatically cut down her eg 

intake. Had he any respect for my role as a co-parent, he might have not waited several years before h 

even considered my concerns. 
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111. Kirk contends that he has made dinner for years - that statement is a gross exaggeration. 

Kirk's favorite store in the world is Costco, and he purchases prepackaged processed food there. H 

does not cook as much as he heats, and until I showed him how to use the George Foreman grill, h 

almost never grilled. Before 2006 he did not even get home in time on most days to have dinner with th 

children, much less cook it. He has only regularly started to cook since 2010 when he started buyin 

Costco food so he could cook for the children during the time I was away. Much of the time h 

"cooked" I have been away; I am informed and believe he has left much of the responsibility of the car 

of the children to others including Tahnee, and Whitney during that time. I note that we now have 

schedule of who prepares dinner for the children, and this has worked well. 

112. He claims he has "always" purchased groceries for the home - that too is 

exaggeration. Again, he likes to go to Costco and buy large quantities of food but I purchased the bul 

of the groceries prior to 2006. I have mountains of receipts and credit card statements revealing all th 

times I've gone to Von's etc. Yes Ltoo go to Costco to shop but undoubtedly, Kirk shops at Costco th 

most. Even after 2006, for approximately 18 months, (I believe in 2008-2009), I prepared meals throug 

Dream Dinners. Dream Dinners was an organization that allowed you to go to their kitchens, use thei 

fresh ingredients, and put together meal packages that you then wrapped and brought home. I mad 

multiple dinners at a time, and brought them home for our family. During that period I prepared all 0 

the dinners. I continue to prepare meals for the children, but Kirk has become more active in "heating' 

things for the children, particularly as it has gotten closer to the time of the divorce. 

113. Kirk's contention that I do not feed Brooke and Rylee is ridiculous and insulting and m 

meals for them are not limited to cereal. As Kirk has indicated, I lay down with the children every nigh 

to read them stories. It is a preposterous notion that I would do so after I failed to feed them dinner. 

note that when going through documents as part of my preparation of this affidavit, I found a not 
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written by Joseph when he was younger thanking me for the food I cook for him. See Exhibit A-8. Thi 

idea that I was not providing food for the older children is also false - none of the children, who were al 

active healthy children, wanted for food when they were growing up. Although Kirk was in the hom 

very little while the children were growing up, he did actually live there. Did he never look into th 

refrigerator or pantry? Besides, didn't he contend that he was buying "all the groceries?" The truth i 

that I too bought food, and plenty of it, for all of the children and we never, ever, ever went hungry! 

114. Though Kirk claims I "checked out" in 2006, for all the years after that I have still don 

all of the things with the girls that I did before and quite possibly more. I volunteered in their schools, 

was active in the Parent Advisory Committee (PAC, Boulder City's version of the PTA), I participate 

in book fairs and anything else the PAC was doing, I went on field trips, vacations, I bought th 

children's school, music instruments, dance, & sport supplies, I did the bulk of their clothes shopping, 

scheduled all their activities including dance and music lessons, I took them to the doctor and dentist 

etc. etc. etc. 

115. What Kirk is referring to, fairly, is that I checked out of my relationship with him. Afte 

we stopped having any intimacy, and after he could not seem to muster a kind word or thought towar 

me, it became uncomfortable to spend time together, and this became progressively worse over time. 

have avoided going to social functions with Kirk because it's awkward for both of us. In reality, we hav 

been separated for four to five years. Kirk and I don't do much together, other than go to the children' 

events. 

116. Kirk's contention that I have not participated in family events is false. I have alway 

participated in the children's birthday festivities and I have planned the parties, day outs, etc. (Kir 

started to buy a gift and pick up a Von's cake a few years ago, and now he believes he's in charge 0 

planning family activities.) I continue to participate in all Christmas activities and I have even mad 
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sure that the children did things for Kirk on his birthdays, Christmas, Father's day and other holidays; 

that won't and hasn't changed even after this divorce. Even today in the midst of the divorce, I helpe 

the little girls to make a cake, cook a special dinner, and buy a gift for their father's birthday i 

September (actually four days after he served me with his motion). Some people believe that this was 

strange thing for me to do, but I am hoping to send the message that it's okay with me for our girls t 

love their father. I only wish that Kirk would send the children the same message. 

117. After I stopped picking up after the adult children and they had to do more of their ow 

chores, the home became a chorus of complaints. I did spend time on my own reading during thos 

times, but the complaints were not really about me reading too much. The complaints were about m 

unwillingness to cater to the adults. The irony of all of this regarding the adult children, of course, i 

that the girls, I am informed, ultimately stopped staying at the home because Kirk was giving them s 

much of the responsibility for caring for Brooke and Rylee while I travelled last year. Whitney i 

married now, so she will not be living at the home, and Tahnee now attends medical school in Reno, an 

to my knowledge she has no plans to live in the home again. 

118. In 2006 I was looking for hobbies that I could do with the younger girls. I bought 

sewing machine, and so did my friend Heather Atkinson. During the summer of 2006, when the adul 

children were up in arms about my failure to cook and pick up after them, etc., I spent the bulk of th 

summer with Rylee and Brooke doing crafts classes at Michaels. The girls loved it. They got to pIa 

with Heather's children, Kayla and Kyler, and they had a blast and continue to enjoy their friendshi 

today. We made many great projects, and we all had fun. We were there daily for weeks and weeks. 

We continued to do projects and take crafts classes at various locations throughout the years. 

quilts, learned to knit and crochet, etc. Kirk did not participate in any of the craft activities. 
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119. I have also gone to sewing camp for years during the summers in Alabama. First wit 

Brooke and then her friend and mother (Rylee was too young to participate), and most recently wit 

Brooke and Rylee and their friends and mother. Those classes, and the 10 day trips associated wit 

them, have been great fun for everyone involved. We look forward to participating again next summer. 

120. Kirk during that period and since then has continued his schedule of bike rides, (until h 

had a bad accident), golf, travel (to both Ireland in 2005 and then to Australia in 2006 with our daughte 

Whitney), and many, many trips to the "family" ranch in Utah. On many occasions Kirk will go up t 

the ranch without even stating that he is leaving. He will go anywhere from a day trip, or for as long a 

4-6 days at a time. Kirk has occasionally taken Brooke and Rylee, but they seem lately to indicate tha 

their time at the ranch is boring and prefer not to go. Indeed, apparently recognizing that fact, Kir 

prohibited me from purchasing a Wii game for our family at Christmas. He stated he wanted to buy 

Wii for the ranch to try and entice the children to go, but apparently has never been able, or gotte 

around to, setting it up. It has been approximately 5 years (Nov 2006) since he purchased the Wii for th 

ranch. I still to this day haven't been allowed to purchase a Wii. Last Christmas I purchased the Xbo 

for my children's Christmas gift in 2010 and Kirk was furious, even getting into an argument with m 

friend Nyla over the purchase because he believes it would take away from his gift and that the childre 

wouldn't want to go to the ranch anymore. What's interesting about his trips to Utah is that he has bee 

building or improving an "apartment" there for over 4 years. There is no reasonable explanation wh 

such a simple project would take so long. My belief is that Kirk likes to go to the ranch alone, (that' 

assuming he goes to the ranch at all or even goes alone) and spend the time away from the family. M 

recollection is that during this last summer he took Brooke & Rylee to the ranch only once to haul wood. 

That was during the time I was with our daughter Whitney and friends on a Mediterranean Cruise. 
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121. Kirk's general comments that I have not been around for the girls is simply untrue. Th 

two "witnesses" that he provides (our adult daughters) have only been around mainly during summer 

for the last several years. Tahnee moved out of our home into her own apartment in January 2010. Not 

too that when they were at the home they felt empowered to go through my receipts, packages, clothing 

desk and computer. They complained, as they have done in their affidavits, that I was spending to 

much of their "dad's money." They have been heavily influenced for many years by their father' 

failure to treat me with respect, and his claims that I am mentally disabled and a drug addict. They trul 

have no idea what happens between me, Kirk and the children when they are gone other than Kirk' 

incessant, slanted reports. The more reliable reports are from my closest friends who see me and Kir 

almost daily and spend time with our children almost daily, they are: Heather Atkinson, Michel 

Walker, Kim Bailey and Nyla Roberts, all of whom can attest to the time I spend with Brooke an 

Rylee. 

122. For the last couple of weeks I have spent much time away from the house in order to hel 

prepare and research materials for the response to Kirk's gargantuan motion. Other than that, I do no 

anticipate being away from the girls for any significant time in the near future. I note that on th 

weekend of October 21, I had a trip planned with the children to Disneyland. Our friends Heather an 

Jesse Atkinson are season pass holders and go regularly, and we have been many times over the las 

several years. Kirk, through counsel, asked that I not go on the trip. I agreed to avoid conflict, but thi 

is another example of Kirk playing lawyer. There was no reason for him to object to the girls going t 

Disneyland other than to preserve his claims for the upcoming hearing. 

123. Kirk has now started to do things that are specifically designed to prevent me from bein 

around the girls. As indicated, about three years ago Kirk became part of my friend's car pool wher 

parents alternate driving responsibilities to take and retrieve our children from school and dance. Ove 
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time, Kirk began forgetting children, or having difficulties with the children or parents in the car pool. 

2 All of the parents have now refused to participate in the car pool with Kirk. As a result, Kirk i 

3 particularly sensitive to the entire issue of transporting the children to schooL 
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124. During the first week of this school year, I had a confrontation with Kirk in our garage i 

front of Rylee and it concerned me. There are three separate and distinct garages and in culmination ar 

very large (4000 square feet, and contains a basketball court and work out area). Kirk and I park ou 

cars in separate rooms of the garage. 

125. It was time for Rylee to go to school and Kirk was upstairs in the master bathroom. 

Rylee asked me if I would take her. We were in my car pulling out of the garage when Kirk abruptl 

came out of the house and up to the car and announced "I'm taking Rylee to school". I replied that I' 

already in the car and its fine I'll take her. He reached to open the car door and said, "It's my job". 

said, "It's not your job Kirk, I'll take her" and continued to back up. He looked angry and turned an 

went back into the house. This was very uncomfortable and indeed unsettling. I made a drivig 

schedule after that, and we have followed that schedule for the most part. 

126. Unfortunately, this scene, repeated itself on Friday, October 14 when Kirk again insiste 

that he was going to take Rylee to school even though she was already in my car. That morning, Kir 

was at the table helping Brooke study vocabulary words during breakfast. I have never ever seen him d 

that (one of several things he has not done before that he is now doing because he has filed an action). 

I've witnessed him helping her with math but never vocabulary. I asked Kirk when did he start helpin 

Brooke with vocabulary, and Kirk, apparently feeling a bit insecure, snapped back, "I've helped her fo 

two years while you locked yourself away in your office being a no show parent reading vampir 

novels." I was stunned; I didn't expect that response. Brooke and Rylee were sitting right next to him a 

the breakfast table. I asked Brooke if that was true. She disagreed, and indicated that he had onl 
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helped her three or four times, and not the previous year. Kirk became incensed and as he was walkin 

out into the garage he was repeating "3 or 4 times!" and in a raised voice "YOU NEED HELP VIVIAN 

YOU NEED HELP VIVIAN, YOU NEED HELP VIVIAN" again in front of Brooke and Rylee. I tol 

him he shouldn't say that in front of the girls. I immediately began writing an email to my counsel; an 

upon Kirk's return from dropping off Brooke at school about 7-10 minutes later, Kirk stood over m 

while I was typing. I told him I could send him a copy if he wanted. He told me "You have no idea wha 

I'm going to do to you" that he had "so many experts coming after" me, and began to repeat his insult 

that I'm a drug addict etc. I wanted Rylee out of there. I told her to go to the car and that I would tak 

her to school. She went out of the garage door leading to my car and then got inside. I told Kirk that 

was working (responding to his motion) at the Atkinson's home, and since Rylee's school was on m 

way I would drop her off. 

127. I began to walk to my car - I wanted Rylee away from this scene. Kirk carne into th 

garage as well walking along my left side nudging me away from my car. Kirk was attempting t 

intimidate and to block me with his 6'5" frame from entering my car. Rylee was sitting in the car, it wa 

clear that he was still angry. I wanted to leave. I reached around and opened the car door, and as I wa 

getting in the car, he forced the door against me by wedging me between the car door and the car. I wa 

stuck in the door! He had his right hand on or near the door handle and was pushing the door against m 

body. I couldn't get into the car nor could I get out. I reached up through the space between the car doo 

and roof top swung with my right hand the best I could slapping him along the right side of his fac 

hoping to get him to release me from in between the door and the car. He immediately came across wit 

his left hand (the hand he was not holding the door with) and struck me in the head hitting the right sid 

of my face next to my eye and temple area. I yelled "you hit me". Kirk went into full lawyer mode a 

that point. He looked at me, and after a few seconds stated "I'm calling the police!" He let up on th 
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door, and I immediately entered my car and left and drove to my friend Nyla's horne 4 or 5 houses dow 

around the curved bend on our circle street. I arrived within minutes. 

128. Upon my immediate arrival at Nyla's horne, she answered the door and saw I was cryin 

and the blood over my right eye. I told her that Kirk had just hit me and Rylee was in the car and saw i 

happen. Nyla, told me to corne in and sit down on her couch, her husband and two teenage childre 

were there in the horne. She asked Rylee if she wanted to go to school and she said yes. I asked Rylee i 

she saw her dad hit me and she responded at first "no" and then she replied "yes". I'm not exactly sur 

what Rylee witnessed but I do know she heard what was happening. I'm sickened by the entir 

unfortunate and unnecessary incident. Nyla took my car which was still running outside and picked u 

Rylee's friend Anna W. and drove them to the school, about 4-5 minutes away. She was pulled over b 

three police cars in front of the school for all the parents and children to see. Both Rylee and her bes 

friend were in the car - Rylee and Anna was petrified according to Nyla. The police questioned bot 

girls in front of their friends at school and escorted Nyla to her horne where I was awaiting her return. 

am not aware from the police what Kirk told them, but judging from a conversation between my counse 

and his this week he is apparently contending that I was trying to set him up by recording the incident. 

That is absolutely not true. I didn't call the police, he did. I didn't corne to his car (in a different roo 

of the garage), he carne to mine. I told the police what happened, they took a statement, and left. I wen 

back to my house with Nyla. We both wanted the videotape from the garage to show what ha 

happened. By the time we got to the house, Kirk already had a tech there and was asking him to get th 

tape. He seemed stunned to see me and Nyla. The tech indicated that the system was not operating, an 

no tape was made. 

129. I went to my counsel's office, and he advised me to seek a TPO. I told him that I did no 

want to take this case to that level because no good would ever corne from it. I asked him to write 
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2 knowledge he never received a response to that letter. 
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130. Kirk apparently knowing that it was going to be hard to explain why he was on my sid 

of the garage has now suggested through his counsel that he has concerns about my driving. What 

stretch. I have only had approximately 3 tickets in my entire 33 years of driving and to my recollection 

have been pulled over once in the last 10-15 years when I drove by a school bus that was stopped acros 

the highway. That ticket was thrown out by the Judge because there was a divider between the 5 lanes 0 

traffic and no stop was necessary. 

131. I believe Kirk's actions were fueled in part because of what occurred the previou 

weekend. I have been over at Heather's home working on my response to Kirk's 354 page motion. 

Brooke came to Heathers while I was at Heather's so that I could help her complete a huge book repo 

project. Kirk was aware of this, but he was incensed that Brooke was with me at the Atkinson's. 

132. He apparently told Brooke on Saturday evening that he was going to pick her up at 9:0 

p.m., but we were not going to be done with her project by then. I called Kirk and let him know that w 

were not done with the project, and that I would bring her home afterwards. Kirk kept calling Brook 

asking when she would be coming home. I answered the phone and told him not to worry about it, that 

would bring her home when she had completed the project. It was a weekend; there was no reason tha 

Brooke had to leave in the middle of preparing her project. When I wouldn't agree to do what he asked, 

the insults began flying. He yelled that I had to bring her back because I was a "drug addict" and 

needed help. He said it so loud that my friend Heather, who was sitting near me, could hear it over th 

phone. 
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133. Brooke and I stayed up late, and she continued to work on the project the following da 

2 (Brooke spent the night). The project was a great success. Her teacher showed it to all the classes a 

3 exemplary work. 
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134. Kirk has now told everyone that will that I am a "drug addict" and that I am "crazy." H 

even sent a copy of his giant motion to the attorney, Rodney Woodbury, who is helping me with a rea 

estate transaction apparently in an effort to convince Mr. Woodbury that he should not represent me. 

135. Kirk's action are designed to control everyone and do everything he can to push me ou 

of the girl's lives. His false claim of "abandonment" is simply part of that scheme. 

h. Mental Health 

i. Alleged Diagnosis of Narcissistic Personality Disorder 

136. Approximately three years ago, as our marriage was clearly deteriorating, I saw Kirk wit 

14 a book on narcissism. He claims that he got the book from Tahnee, but the book he identifies in hi 
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affidavit is different than the book he claims Tahnee gave him. From his affidavit, it appears that h 

looked at the characteristics of this "disorder" and then tried to mold facts to support his opinion. 

137. For example, Kirk has contended that I have taken credit for all that the children do. 

addressed above, (see paragraphs 71 through 80), that claim is simply false. I have pride in my children 

but I have not tried to live through their achievements. I have been active in my own life, as well a 

supporting the children to help them reach their goals. 

138. Kirk's contention that I took credit for other matters not related to our children is equall 

false. Kirk is correct in saying that he rarely shared any information with me about his cases and clients. 

He said he didn't want to bring work home with him, and I respected his decision so I never asked 0 

discussed it with him. Consequently, I never gave him any advice regarding his cases; we never spok 

of such things. I never took credit for his work because I wasn't aware of the work he was doing. 
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139. Kirk's claim that I took credit for anything to do with his geothermal company is als 

false. Kirk's friend and business associate Piotr Moncarz invited Kirk and I to dinner one evening. W 

were discussing possible sites to drill a hole for Geo-Thermal Energy. As part of the genera 

conversation, I asked if they considered Boulder City as a potential location. I was appointed and serve 

on the Boulder City planning commission for four years, and I served during the time Nevada Energ 

and other energy companies submitted applications to do business. This was just a simple conversatio 

regarding business - I never promoted or took credit for their later decision to try to do business i 

Boulder City. Again, this seemingly random allegation is manufactured by Kirk to fit into his diagnosis. 

140. I hope the Court can see that it is a bit too convenient that Kirk's chosen diagnosis fit 

perfectly into discrediting everything I have done that might influence the court that I am an appropriat 

care provider. If the older children have had great success, that doesn't matter because I'm taking credit. 

If I do community service or charitable work, that doesn't matter because I just want attention (or if I g 

to Calcutta to help poor children, it's a "shopping spree"). If I am generous with friends, I am "buyin 

their loyalty." If I insist that our adult children show respect and pick up after themselves, I a 

"controlling" them. If I try to co-parent with him and allow him to share in the responsibilities of th 

younger children, I'm "abandoning" them. If I go on a philanthropic, once in a lifetime opportunity tri 

to climb Mt. Everest after he encourages me, I'm being selfish and again abandoning the children. 

go on trips with other members of the family without the two youngest, I am abandoning them. 

attempt to improve my appearance, I am being selfish. If I like to joke and have fun with people (which 

do), I am trying to get all of the attention. Hell, he even identified me complimenting our dance teache 

on choreography as a method to bring attention to me, and not the dance teacher. I'm curious to kno 

whether under Kirk's and Dr. Roitman's "diagnosis" there is anything I can actually do without bein 

deemed a "narcissist." 
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141. Without belaboring all of the points that Kirk has raised in his tome, because Kirk ha 

repeatedly called me "crazy" to the children and others, I anticipated that he would make that clai 

when we went to court (though I was hopeful that we could just agree to each spend time with the girl 

and work together - I had no idea of the extent of his anger), so I consulted with Dr. Ole Thienhaus an 

asked that he perform a mental examination. As part of that examination, I completed MMPI testin 

with Dr. Jill Margolis. A copy of Dr. Thienhaus's initial report is attached as Exhibit A-9. 

received Kirk's motions, my counsel supplied Dr. Thienhaus with a full copy of the motion, includin 

Dr. Roitman's "diagnosis," and requested that he re-examine me in light of the allegations in the motion. 

Dr. Thienhaus's report following that review and interview is attached hereto as Exhibit A-lO Bot 

reports both find that I have no mental disorder whatsoever. 

142. I have never met Dr. Roitman, and I have never spoken to him or his staff. 

nor his staff ever attempted to contact me, or request any information. I never had the opportunity t 

provide any evidence rebutting the statements Dr. Roitman reviewed, and much of the informatio 

contained in the statements is false, misstated, mischaracterized, or places me in a false light. 

143. I note that I have been under the care of a psychiatrist, Dr. Duffy, primarily to manage th 

small amount of medication he prescribed after my brief separation from Kirk in 2005. His records hav 

been produced to the Court and counsel as Exhibit A-6 hereto. Nothing in Dr. Duffy's notes 0 

diagnosis suggest that he has found that I have any personality disorder whatsoever. 

144. I have also been seeing a counselor, Marvin Gawryn, for the past 6 months. Mr. Gawry 

was a counselor that Tahnee saw to address her obsessive compulsive disorder and social anxiety in lat 

2010. Mr. Gawryn suggested that Tahnee engage other members of the family to be involved in th 

counseling, and I did so. I have continued to meet with Mr. Gawryn to address family issues, and I hav 

encouraged Kirk to be involved in that process. He has, for the most part, refused. If he were a 
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worried about my mental health as he contends he is, it seems to me that he would have taken th 

2 opportunity to address those issues with Mr. Gawryn. 
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145. Dr. Roitman doesn't take into account that I was a sewing and draping instructor for 2 

years at IADT. Many of the supplies were furnished to me as an instructor or given to me a 

conventions. Some of my classes at UNL V where I received my certificate of Fashion Design require 

supplies and materials as well as my continuing education courses. 

146. I'm curious as to know what dollar amount of clothing Dr. Roitman considers to b 

"reasonable and a necessity". I believe the dollar amount or number of items that Dr. Roitman woul 

consider reasonable would be considerably less than not only what's in my closet but also what's i 

Kirk's, Joseph's, Tahnee's, Whitney's Brooke's and Rylee's as welL The entire family dresses welL 

b. Allegation of obsession with Jonathan Rhys Meyers 

147. Jonathan Rhys Meyers is an actor born in Ireland. He was one of the leads in th 

Showtime series, "The Tudors." Tahnee gave me the first season DVD set of the Tudors for m 

birthday. Tahnee thought I would love the series because of its historical nature (the life of King Henr 

VIII), and because of the beautiful costumes. (I was teaching fashion design at the time). It was 

thoughtful gift, and I enjoyed the series tremendously. Prior to this gift, I never heard of Jonathan Rhy 

Meyers nor have seen any movie or television show in which he acted. 

148. As I watched the series, I placed a picture of the three leads on the family computer i 

our kitchen area (it was the marketing photo for the series). I later put a picture of Mr. Meyers as 

screensaver on my personal computer as well. He is a handsome young man, and he followed scree 

savers of Johnny Depp, Robert Pattinson and other celebrities over the years. There was no thin 

improper about the picture, and if Kirk or the older girls had a problem with it, they could have change 

it at any time since Tahnee was responsible for placing the "Twilight" movie leading male Robe 
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Pattinson on prior to my placing the television show the "Tudors" marketing photo. It stayed as a scree 

saver for about 45 days, until I replaced it with a picture of Brooke and Rylee with Santa Claus. I not 

that I may have made comments, particularly to friends, about how I found Johnny Depp or Mr. Meyer 

or other celebrities attractive, and may have made jokes about getting together with them. That sort 0 

banter, however, happens frequently among friends. 

149. According to the website IMBD, Mr. Meyers has appeared in 37 major motion picture 

and made for TV movies. I have watched 3 of his 37 movies, but I have never even watched his mos 

popular movie, "Bend it Like Beckham", which Kirk purchased and has had in our video library fo 

years. A truly obsessed person would have certainly seen all or most of his movies. I have neve 

researched Jonathan Rhys Meyer's every move on the internet, nor do I care to. This allegation is ye 

another inconsistency claimed by Kirk. He first claims that I researched every move of Mr. Meyers, bu 

on the other hand I supposedly asked Tahnee on a number of occasions where he was and if she though 

he would be appearing at an event she and I were going to attend. 

150. Kirk is correct in that I learned about the Hope Foundation through the website for th 

Tudors. That, and his celebrity ambassador status, is the only connection that Mr. Meyers has to th 

Hope Foundation. 

151. Part of Kirk's claim of obsession is that I bought clothes that he, or Tahnee, linked to Mr. 

Meyers. Let me first note that I teach fashion design, at a fashion design school, among other classes 

and I have a keen interest in fashion. I regularly look to see what clothing is being worn in the fashio 

world, which prominently features celebrities. Fashion designers now pay celebrities large sums or giv 

them clothing simply to wear their designs at various events or to the supermarket because consumer 

and industry professionals often look to celebrities to gauge fashion trends. 
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152. Both of the items of clothing that Kirk cites are well-known women's clothes. I own 

pair of jeans of the brand that Kirk links to Mr. Meyers, but they are women's jeans. Kirk exaggerate 

the cost that I paid for the jeans, and I note that I have several pairs of other types of designer jeans i 

the same or similar price range. I own many pairs of jeans of all makes and styles including, Hudson 

PRPS, Levi, Citizen of Humanity, True Religion (my favorite brand), Joes, Seven, etc. In regard to th 

pair of Christian Louboutin shoes, I bought them to go with a gown I was wearing to the first Ball I'v 

ever attended. The shoes retailed for $1,395, but I bought them at a drastically reduced price, $575.00. 

They were still expensive, but not what Kirk claims. This was a very special occasion, and I did splurge. 

I do have other designer shoes in my closet as well. 

153. Again, the greatest flaw in Kirk's theory about the clothes is that they could not hav 

been bought to impress Mr. Meyers since he was never scheduled to be at any event I attended for th 

Hope Foundation. 

154. I don't recall saying that I would kill Jonathan Rhys Meyers ifhe flirted with Tahnee, an 

if I said anything even close to that it was a joke. Kirk fails to mention that I have at various times to1 

him or others that I like certain actors, like Johnny Depp and Jim Carrey. This does not mean, however, 

that I am obsessed with them. 

20 155. Kirk mentions that I have a Victorian Robe, and that this fact is evidence of my obsessio 
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with Jonathan Rhys Meyers and/or the "Tudors." Kirk's notion is that the robe is consistent with th 

costumes in the show. I do have a Victorian Robe among other items from that era, but Kirk's theor 

that this has something to do with Mr. Meyers or the "Tudors" is problematic. The Victorian era wa 

1837-1901, King Henry VIII, upon which the "Tudors" was based, lived in the early 1500's. There i 

little or no connection between the clothing of the two eras that were roughly 300 years apart. I thin 
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that what Kirk may have been referring to were Halloween costumes where I dressed up as Ann Boley 

2 and Rylee dressed up as her daughter Queen Elizabeth. See photo attached hereto as Exhibit A-II. 
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156. Tahnee apparently contends that I was concerned whether Mr. Meyer would be watchin 

the television show "Say Yes to the Dress." I don't believe I said anything of the sort, and the entir 

notion is absurd. "Say Yes to the Dress" is not aimed toward an audience of young men. Whitne 

asked me if I would take her to New York City to buy her wedding dress and appear on the show "Sa 

Yes to the Dress." I was concerned about my weight, as I usually am. I can't recall, but I may have mad 

some kind of joke about my weight, because the idea of being on TV did make me nervous. My mai 

concern, however, was not whether Mr. Meyers or anyone else would watch that show. I was concerne 

about the cost of shopping at Kleinfelds, paying for some of the flights, accommodations, and food an 

entertainment for Mrs. Birmingham, Mrs. Walker, Tahnee, myself, Whitney and Whitney's frien 

Shilpa. I believe the excursion cost somewhere in the neighborhood of $15,000-20,000. I note tha 

though Whitney and Tahnee portray me as loud and inappropriate (the type of personality that realit 

show hosts relish), our group was apparently too boring to even warrant an episode of the show. 

157. Though not directly related to Mr. Meyers, since we are addressing my behavior, I wil 

address the allegations about what I did in New York in 2010. First, I don't recall showing anyone m 

underwear. Someone may have seen me dressing or unpacking (we were several girls in a room), I di 

not make any effort to show anyone my underwear. I find it disturbing that Kirk, in his affidavit, seem 

to know the exact amount of underwear that I have, which suggests he went into my drawers an 

counted them in my absence. 

158. While in New York, with all of the girls spending an extended time together, all of u 

started to discuss our family history. During those conversations, Mrs. Birmingham did ask about m 

siblings, and I answered her questions honestly. While I don't remember doing so, I may have talke 
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about cosmetic surgery (it's a topic that women of a certain age discuss), and particularly my concer 

(fear) about the surgery. I likely did mention my then upcoming trip to Europe, but I am confident m 

explanation of what I was doing had no mention of Mr. Meyers whatsoever (except perhaps to explai 

how I first learned about the Foundation). 

159. The allegation that I wanted to go to a sex museum in New York is representative ofth 

false and twisted presentation of facts found throughout Kirk's Motion. One night at dinner as the ladie 

were discussing what to do during the trip Whitney's friend Shilpa said she had gone to the sex museu 

in New York. She brought that topic up, not me. Shilpa said it was very "educational," which everyon 

present thought was amusing. I can't specifically recall, but I think it likely I may have joked abou 

going for educational purposes. No one at the table seriously wanted to go the museum, and no one did. 

The idea that Mrs. Walker and Mrs. Birmingham, two of the nicest most conservative women I know, 

would go to a sex museum is so ludicrous that it had to be a joke. 

160. As indicated above, Mr. Meyers has lent his name as an ambassador to the Hop 

Foundation, but that had nothing to do with my involvement in the Foundation. I went to Calcutta to se 

and participate in the work the Foundation was doing to aid the plight of desperately poor children. 

became seriously involved after I witnessed firsthand what the conditions were in India, and ho 

successfully HOPE was helping the street children of Calcutta. I note that before going, I spoke to one 0 

Whitney's friends, Elyse who has spent time working with children in Calcutta, and I spoke to my frien 

Gard Jameson who is a philanthropist who has spent time in India. I did not go to "shop" as Kir 

suggests, and my trip to India, and all subsequent trips for the Hope Foundation, also had nothin 

whatsoever to do with Mr. Meyers. 

161. The plight of poor children has special resonance with me. I had almost nothing as 

child. I was homeless for a short period while living in a teen halfway house. I am grateful that ther 
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were people there to help me during that period, and what I went through is only a fraction of the pai 

suffered by children in India every second of every day. I give back, not because I want recognition, 0 

contact with celebrities, I do it because it's the right thing to do. Kirk may have little understanding 0 

this because he gives very little back to his community or charity. Most of the donations to charity or to 

others that are in his name are the result of my prompting him or actually making the donations. 

162. I note that I have long supported other organizations that have nothing to do with Mr. 

Meyers. Almost all of those organizations have celebrity ambassadors or spokespersons, but that ha 

never weighed in my decision to, for example, give money to American Red Cross, or attend a liv 

concerts for AIDS research and victims, etc. What mattered to me was the work the organization wa 

doing, and my "soul mates" motivating me to work for the Hope Foundation are the thousands 0 

children starving on the streets of Calcutta who can benefit from all of our commitments of time an 

resources. 

iii. Allegation of Obsession with Cosmetic Surgery 

163. Kirk contends that the cosmetic procedures that I have undergone are representative of 

mental disorder. The procedures that I have undergone are common for women of my age. The serie 

of procedures (breast repair, facelift, eyelift, tummy tuck, and liposuction) even have a common nam 

among patients and professionals, as a "mommy makeover." I am a 49 year old mother who nursed fiv 

children for approximately eleven years, was pregnant for over four years, and wants to look her best. 

am not alone, nor do I think that this is evident of any disorder. 

164. Kirk tries to fit my surgeries into his "obsession" model by again presenting facts in 

false light. He claims, for example, that when I heard that Whitney moved the date for her wedding, 

was angry because I had scheduled a cosmetic procedure for that date. Kirk fails to point out that m 

statement was sarcasm. I was, in essence, mocking myself when I said, while laughing, "you can't hav 
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your wedding on that date, I'm going for a butt lift." Everyone laughed, except, apparently, Kirk. I not 

2 that I threw Whitney's bridal shower, and attended her wedding on the date she chose. 
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165. I note too that not all of the procedures that Kirk has identified were cosmetic. 

born and raised in the Mojave Desert. I have tried to be careful in the sun, but I have noticed some ski 

spots that have appeared in the last few years. My mother and grandparents all had skin cancer 

removed, and I have a clear understanding that melanoma is the serious and life-threatening condition. 

Dr. Michaels has been my dermatologist for about 15 years. He worked at LV Skin & Cancer Clinic, 

and then opened up his own office while continuing to work for LV Skin & Cancer Clinic, a couple 0 

years ago. He has always removed moles, warts and sunspots and any suspicious skin marks. Tahnee 

Whitney, and Joseph have seen him on a number of occasions too. In more recent years, he has don 

other skin rejuvenation procedures as well. Dr Michaels has never done a chemical peel on me, but h 

has used chemical agents to rejuvenate my skin. I have no information or knowledge to suggest that th 

procedures were dangerous, and they were always performed with the knowledge, consultation an 

approval of Dr. Michaels. 

166. Kirk alleges that I have undergone excessive amounts of facial treatments; that claim i 

untrue. Betty Peeler is an esthetician, and I regularly go for facials (again a common and beneficia 

treatment). I have never, however, had multiple sessions in a week. Ms. Peeler only performs facials. 

She doesn't remove age spots on face, arms, hands or other parts of the body as Kirk alleges. I note tha 

I have taken Whitney, who struggled with acne, for sessions with Ms. Peeler, which may explain wh 

Kirk believes I have gone for more than weekly treatments. 

167. I note that the procedures that Kirk complains about arose initially from health concerns. 

Seventeen years ago, I had a breast augmentation (a procedure Kirk has never complained about an 

belies his claim that my interest in cosmetic surgery is recent). In 2010, I originally went to see Dr. 
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Clemente in Phoenix to replace my silicone breast implants. The implants had been recalled shortl 

after their placement, and recently when I went to get a mammogram the nurse had me sign a waive 

releasing them of liability should one of the implants burst during a routine exam. I was concerne 

because they were old, taken off the market, and were shown to have safety issues. Nevertheless, 

feared another procedure, and I made the decision to change them only after talking to the origina 

surgeon and Dr. Clement. They both advised me that they were required to place a slightly large 

implant in for the replacement or the breast tissue would sag and affect the overall appearance. 

168. When I saw Dr. Clement I asked him about doing a "mommy makeover" at the sam 

time as the replacement. He did not want to perform even a partial tummy tuck at that time because 0 

the number hours I would be under anesthesia. He advised me to undergo that procedure at a later time. 

I had consulted with him approximately 6 years prior about a lower face lift, but he indicated that he di 

not feel I needed a face lift at that time. Dr. Clement did however place a small incision under my chi 

and performed liposuction to help flatten that small area. Dr. Clement told me to come back in 5 or 

years if I was still considering a face lift for an evaluation. When I went to see him regarding th 

silicone breast replacement, he indicated that I would now benefit from a lower face-lift (he previousl 

stated to me that he felt I wasn't ready for an upper face-lift yet and to see him years down the road). 

20 Once again this belies Kirks claim that my interest in cosmetic surgery is recent. I opted to have th 
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implants replaced and a lower face lift procedure done at that time. The later appointments (which Kir 

falsely characterizes as more procedures) were for follow-ups, to take out stitches etc. At one of th 

routine follow up appointments, Dr. Griffin noticed an uneven area that needed attention. I was require 

to schedule another extra appointment to have the anomaly repaired. 

169. Dr. Clement did not perform the liposuction and fat transfer procedures, and so I wa 

required to consult with, and have the procedure performed by another doctor, Dr. Griffin. The final 
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procedure in the "mommy makeover" is a tummy tuck. I chose a partial, not full, tummy tuck and it wa 

2 performed by Dr. Clement. There was a follow up visit to remove stitches. None of the commo 

3 procedures I underwent were excessive or unusual. 
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170. I find it remarkable that Kirk would find that even having hair removal is an alleged sig 

of instability or sexual promiscuity. It was our daughter Whitney who first broached the subject of lase 

hair removal. She asked if I would loan her money for hair removal, and, of course, I agreed. I wen 

with her to Ideal Image Laser Center, and she purchased a package. I paid for half and Whitney paid th 

other half over time. While I was there with Whitney, I decided to have my bikini area done. Having 

bikini wax hurts and having laser removal is permanent and pain free. Again, this is a commo 

procedure. 

171. I have had my veins in my legs shrunk by Dr. Vajtial. Again, this is an extremel 

common and safe procedure performed regularly to women of my age. I usually go in twice a year t 

have spider veins shrunk in an effort to stay on top of it. Over the long run I'm told it will be cheaper. 

172. Kirk seems to further contend that a nose piercing is a sign of instability. Our daughte 

Whitney had a small nose piercing, and she liked it. I didn't get one until I went to India (mostly all 

women in India have them) and had it done as a reminder from the trip. I thought it was pretty, but sinc 

that trip, I let it close. 

173. Kirk alleges that I buy tanning solution "by the gallons." His claim is, again, false. 

believe at one point Costco had a sale on Shea butter, and I may have bought 8-10 packages. Kirk, wh 

shops almost exclusively at Costco, should understand the concept of buying in bulk. I may hav 

bought a case of toilet paper and paper towels at the same time, but he says nothing of that. I have neve 

bought "Original Bronz" by the "gallons" as he suggests. 
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174. Kirk is again being hypocritical when he criticizes my cosmetic procedures. Kirk too ha 

had a nose job (rhinoplasty) and had his teeth repaired through veneers and braces. Kirk is als 

concerned about his appearance, but societal norms have different images of beauty for men an 

women. It is clear, however, Kirk has no qualms about using commonly used procedures to improve hi 

appearance, and I believe this is the course that I have taken as well. 

175. I note that the theme that pervades Kirk's motion, and the affidavits of my adul 

daughters, is that I do not have a realistic understanding of my own appearance. I am no more obsesse 

with my appearance than many women my age, particularly women with the means to have cosmeti 

procedures. No one is suggesting that Barbara Walters is delusional (well, perhaps some on the right) 

yet it is readily apparent that she has undergone many cosmetic procedures. I also find the criticis 

from Tahnee and Whitney about my clothes purchases is odd considering both have large and extensiv

wardrobes of clothes that I have regularly helped them purchase. I certainly did not receive critic is 

from those girls when I was helping them in every way possible with their appearance and presentatio 

when they were competing in pageants. I also believe that is very easy for beautiful young wome 

without children, who have years before their looks and bodies begin to fade, to sit in judgment of thos 

who are attempting to improve their appearance through cosmetic surgery and fashion. I love m 

daughters eternally, but I believe in this instance they are showing a lack of life experience, and a 

unhealthy dose of their father's cynicism. 

iv. Allegation of Mental or Physical Defect due to Drug Use 

176. Like many people, I have struggled with my weight for many years. I have typicall 

dieted when I feel as if I've gained weight or when I believe that my health is at risk. My current weigh 

of 191 pounds places me in the "obese" category for my height. Although I'm not a doctor, I under stan 

that being overweight places many health risks such as diabetes, increased risk of heart attacks, hig 
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blood pressure etc. I have used various procedures to lose weight, including exercise, diet, and medica 

2 procedures. 
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177. Kirk's largest complaint is in regard to my use of the drug Phentermine, a commonl 

prescribed stimulant ("diet pill") prescribed as a diet aid by physicians. In 2005, I sought out medica 

help to lose weight because I had gained a significant amount of weight and I was in the "obese' 

category. I went to Unicorn Weight Clinic and was seen by the doctors there. The doctors took m 

medical history, performed blood tests, administered an EKG, took my blood pressure and performe 

various other tests. Once the tests were completed, and I was approved to proceed further, I met with 

bariatric doctor who prescribed Phentermine, and outlined a diet plan. Over the course of about 

months, I lost 40 pounds. I stopped taking Phentermine for several months after that, but then bega 

again (after similar testing and evaluation) when my weight increased again. 

178. Since that time (approximately the beginning of 2006) I have gone on and off variou 

diets, usually after the holiday season and prior to bathing suit weather. I continued to work on m 

weight through Unicorn from 2005 through 2008, and the doctors there prescribed Phentermine. Whe 

Unicorn Weight Clinic moved its offices, I went to Trim Care and worked with its doctors. Its doctor 

also prescribed phentermine, and I worked with Trim Care during the year 2008. After 2009 I used th 

services of physicians, Dr. J.R. Martin, and Dr. Warren Smith (my general care doctor), who prescribe 

the same medication. 

179. I did not take the Phentermine continually, and there would be periods of months where 

did not take it at all. I have never exceeded my prescribed dosage and have always followed m 

doctor's orders on taking any and all medications prescribed. I trusted their medical expertise. Eac 

reviewed my personal medical history and monitored my lab results. Each performed EKG monitoring, 

regularly took my blood pressure, and performed physical examinations. 
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180. The primary side affects linked to phentermine use are damage to the heart an 

pulmonary hypertension. I have never been diagnosed or been prescribed medication for pulmonar 

hypertension or any heart condition. I have not been diagnosed nor have experienced any delusiona 

behavior. I have never had an abnormal EKG. My last EKG was in January 2011, I have never ha 

abnormal blood pressure (always low), and there have been no anomalies in my blood panel results tha 

I am aware of. There is nothing to suggest that I have suffered any effect from my prior use 0 

Phentermine. 

181. During divorce mediation in May, Kirk demanded a copy of all my phentermin 

prescription usage since 2006, and I gave him those records. Since May I've gained 40+ pounds fro 

stress (I am an emotional eater), and went back to the Trim Care doctors to see if there was anythin 

they could help me with. I told them I could not take Phentermine because of Kirk's allegations of dru 

use. They prescribed Bontril. When Kirk raised an issue with that drug as well, I discontinued its us 

immediately. If Kirk thought my drug use was a problem, I am unsure why then he filed his complain 

for divorce in April, 2011, but failed to serve it or his motion until September 14, 2011. I'm also unsur 

as to why he would pick up my phentermine prescriptions for me at Costco. See Exhibit A-12, attache 

hereto. 

182. I am currently not taking any drugs whatsoever. See, blood test panel results fro 

LabCorp dated October 5, 2011 showing negative for all drugs of any kind, attached hereto as Exhibi 

A-l3. 

183. Several years ago I also went to the Green Valley Spa in St. George, Utah, and tried th 

HCG diet (I lost 37 pounds on that diet). She did visit a doctor in St George who specialized in HCG a 

the Green Valley Health Spa. I did go to another physician as part of the HCG diet at Trim Care i 

Henderson, who added HCG to their line after I went to Green Valley Health Spa. My change to Tri 
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Care was a matter of convenience. During the patient interview, the doctor at Trim Care asked me if l' 

2 ever been on HCG before and I said "yes," and advised him when and where. 
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184. Kirk's reference to Dr. Sean R. Duffy in relation to phentermine is misplaced. Dr. Duffy, 

as stated above, is a psychiatrist and does not prescribe diet pills. Dr. Duffy has prescribed Celexa, 

serotonin uptake inhibitor. Again, I have regularly seen Dr. Duffy in the intervals he requested, and 

have taken only the prescription he gave, and in the amount he stated should be taken. 

185. In 2009, I was feeling very tired and sleeping more than usual (which was usually th 

reason I closed my office door downstairs, something that occurred occasionally, not daily). I though 

because of my age I might be starting early menopause. I went to see Dr. Jeffrey Life and had a batte 

of tests done. He found that my estrogen and progesterone levels were normal, and, consequently, 

concluded I was not in menopause. He noted, however, that I was severely anemic, and that I ha 

suffered from menorrhagia (heavy periods), and that had resulted in severely low levels of iron in m 

system. He further noted that my testosterone level was very low for my age. 

186. In October, 2009, as a result of his diagnosis, Dr. Life prescribed iron, various vitamin 

and the use of testosterone cream. I note that every six months after that time, Dr. Life has performed 

blood panel, and has monitored all of my hormone levels. He has adjusted my medications an 

supplements based on those results. Dr. Life has never prescribed phentermine to me. Again, I hav 

followed the prescriptions and recommendations of Dr. Life, and undergone all testing he ha 

recommended. 

187. Kirk also suggests that my mlsuse of medications include Gardisil. Gardasil HP 

vaccine is believed to prevent cervical cancer. In 2010, my OBGYN, Dr. Jameson, did a routine pa 

smear that came back positive, and I was required to schedule a biopsy and pelvic ultrasound. 

advised that the results of those tests showed that I had a tumor the size of a baseball on one of m 
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ovaries. I was further told that it was unclear whether it was cancerous. I then consulted with Dr. Spirto 

at the Women's Cancer Clinic. He performed an ultrasound, and advised me that the original ultrasoun 

was misread by the Radiologist, and that the "tumor" was actually my bladder, which was extended. M 

bladder condition dated back to the birth of Rylee, when she bruised my bladder during her delivery, an 

I was required to wear a catheter for a number of weeks. I was advised in 2010 that the bruise or damag 

had never really healed, and that I was still unable to empty my bladder completely. I went through 

number of procedures at the Cancer Clinic, including an electronic stimulator, which woul 

continuously send shock pulses to her bladder to stimulate it. I still can't void my bladder completely, 

and I will have to try other options to repair the damage in the near future. In any event, my use 0 

Gardasil arose from my cancer scare, and it was prescribed by my OBGYN. I am unaware of an 

indication that Gardasil can cause delusion or any mental instability. 

188. I note that Kirk makes much of the fact that I was prescribed birth control pills. 

indicated above, I suffered from menorrhagia (heavy bleeding) and Dr. Jameson prescribed birth contro 

to aid that condition. The birth control pills did not stop the heavy bleeding, so Dr. Jameson prescribe 

Mirena, an IUD used to control heavy bleeding. It was suppose to stay in place for five years, bu 

dislodged after two months. Consequently, Dr. Jameson scheduled me for Nova Sure surgery to stop th 

bleeding which basically bums the inside of your uterus. I postponed the surgery and have gone back 0 

the birth control pills to help reduce some of the menstrual flow. 

189. I don't ever recall asking Whitney where her old pain medication was located. I don' 

need anyone's pain medication because I have such medication that I have been prescribed but neveI 

took. Kirk has rifled through my prescriptions, and listed every prescription or bottle of medicine that 

had at our home. His suggestion is that the existence of such medication demonstrates that I am a dru 

addict. The exact opposite is true. The reason that I have so much pain medication at my home i 
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because I rarely use it even when it is prescribed. I have set forth in a chart attached hereto as Exhibi 

A-14 a full listing of all of the prescription drug bottles in my name our horne, the date of th 

prescription, the amount prescribed and issued, and the amount remaining. As is readily apparent fro 

the chart, I did not take the vast majority of pain medications that were prescribed to me after surgerie 

or medical procedures. 

i. Allegation of Use of "Psychic" as Counselor 

190. Kirk suggests that I regularly consult with a "psychic" to make decisions. I have spoke 

to the woman he references (who advertises herself as an intuitive counselor) four times in my entir 

life. I note that she, Ms. O'Brien, is not a telephone "psychic," is the host of a syndicated radio show, 

and makes her living passing on "spiritual" advice. I actually liked speaking to her. Like reading 

horoscope, the "advice" she gives is usually upbeat. She was a nice respite from the constant barrage 0 

criticism from Kirk. Ms. O'Brien does speak of reincarnation and did make a reference to me as 

"master soul", but I'm not exactly sure what she meant by that. Also like the advice from a horoscope 

she gave general enough advice to apply it to any situation. 

191. Kirk's suggestion that I regularly use Ms. O'Brien to make any decision of any kind, 

19 much less ones of impOli, is simply wrong. Let me note, however, that many people daily mak 
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decisions that are based upon a moral core that is more based upon spirituality than logic. Even if I di 

make decisions using a spiritualist, a "psychic", a horoscope, or a flip of the coin, it is the decision tha 

matters, not t1).e process. 

a. Alleged Mental and Physical Damage to Children 

i. Prenatal Care 

192. Kirk's claim that any physical problem that Rylee may suffer is due to my ingestion of 

tablespoon or two, not a bottle, of castor oil prior to her delivery is not supported by any fact 0 
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scientific knowledge that I am aware of. In the days before Rylee's birth, I was at full term and ver 

uncomfortable. I was constipated, and I took a tablespoon or two of castor oil, which helps wit 

constipation because I didn't want to take any over the counter laxatives and potentially expose Rylee t 

the chemicals in them. Castor Oil is natural and will not harm an unborn child. 

193. Rylee's birth was a quick delivery, but I am advised that this is not uncommon for 

woman having her fifth child. Moreover, the unusual part of Rylee's birth was not the speed, but th 

fact that Rylee emerged face first rather than head first, which caused some concern among the nurse 

and physicians there. One of the nurses was Torri Haney, who has provided a statement. There i 

absolutely nothing from the medical records or Rylee's birth that suggest that she suffered in any way a 

a result of the tablespoon of Castor Oil. 

i. Alleged Emotional Abuse 

194. Kirk's primary allegation of emotional abuse has to do with his allegation that I hav 

"abandoned" Brooke and Rylee over the last five years. That claim is false, and I have addressed abov 

many, but certainly not all, of the activities in which I have engaged with Brooke and Rylee over the las 

five years. All of the persons that regularly are around our family can attest to that involvement, an 

have done so in their statements attached hereto. 

195. Kirk's primary argument is that I travelled too much in 2010. I did travel much more i 

that year by myself than in all other years combined, but as indicated above, my travel was largel 

related to work with the Hope Foundation and establishing an office of the Foundation in the U.S. Th 

other travel that I engaged in was either with Brooke and Rylee, or with their older siblings. I do no 

have the same type of travel commitments to the Hope Foundation in the future now that I've nearl 

completed the establishment of the U.S. office, but I still hope to travel to India again (this time with an 
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family member who is willing to come and volunteer). I also still hope to travel with my adult childre 

2 when their schedules permit. 
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196. One of the other ways that Kirk claims that I have abused the younger girls because 

have "lied" to them. The only time I can recall telling them anything that was untrue was about Sant 

Claus, the Easter Bunny, the Tooth fairy or gifts and surprise parties. I do not state false things abou 

Kirk to Brooke and Rylee, and instead I am careful to speak kindly about Kirk and encourage thei 

relationship with him. I see from reading Kirk's affidavits that the same cannot be said of Kirk. I have 

unlike Kirk, done things to promote his relationship with the girls. Just recently I invited Kirk t 

accompany the girls and me on a weekend to my girlfriend's ranch, and he came. I had invited him t 

come to Disneyland with us this past weekend but had to cancel as stated above so I could complete m 

response to the motion Kirk filed against me. 

197. The instance of "lying" that Kirk highlights in his pleading is the MUSE concert. 

Tahnee's birthday in 2010, I bought tickets to take the three older kids to Salt Lake City on Monda 

April 5, 2010 to attend a concert of Tahnee's favorite band MUSE. Joseph couldn't attend, so Ioffere 

the ticket to Tahnee so that she could take a friend. Tahnee didn't have anyone she wanted to take, so 

offered the ticket to Whitney so that she could take a friend. I didn't have a ticket because I ha 

committed it to Tahnee, and then to Whitney. As it turned out Whitney never gave her ticket to anyone, 

and unfortunately it did go to waste. Had I known that was what was going to happen, I would hav 

loved to have given the ticket to Brooke because she likes MUSE as well. However, I believe it's 

moot point anyway since Kirk wouldn't have allowed her to attend because the concert was on a schoo 

night and we stayed over because the lateness of the concert. I never lied to Brooke about that. 

198. Kirk further argues that I emotionally abuse the children by constantly criticizing them. 

This too is a distortion of reality. It's very possible he's referring to when I have told them to brus 
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their teeth because there was something on them, or brush their hair because I could see a knot, or take 

shower because they were dirty, clean their room because it was dirty, or take their chipped nail polis 

off before going to school, etc., but these aren't criticisms, they are a part of parenting. I have neve 

indicated, as Kirk has stated about me in his affidavit, that they lacked athletic ability, or were not goo 

dancers, had no creative talent etc. 

199. I note that what I believe is the most significant form of emotional abuse of our childre 

is Kirk's constant suggestion to them that I don't care about them, or with the adult children, that I a 

"crazy." Kirk seems to be planting seeds with the younger children to lose confidence in me, and t 

think poorly of me. He disguises it as being "supportive" and either doesn't see it or doesn't thin 

anyone else will see it as harmful or abusive in its own right. There are numerous examples of this i 

Kirk's affidavit, only a few of which are referenced by paragraph number below: 

�~�6�8� "I told Brooke Morn is going through a rough time right now." 

�~�9�7� Conversation with Brooke reminding her of all the times Vivian was going to b 

gone, discussing his "concerns" with what Vivian has done in the past. 

�~�1�1�6� "Brooke told me tonight that Vivian talked to her about she and Rylee going t 

Ireland this summer. . . I told Brooke that she could go for a week or two if I went a 

well." 

�~�1�5�1� "Later when I was consoling her I asked Brooke how she thought Rylee was dealin 

with all of this ... " 

�~�1�5�6� "I believe Brooke knows that until very recently I would have quickly dismisse 

anything at all said that negatively reflected on Vivian. At some point, it is mor 

important that your children have an environment where they feel comfortable speakin 
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openly about things that bother them, than to continue to wrongly protect the image 0 

someone that continues to do harm to your children." 

�~�1�6�6� "I told Brooke that just like she, Rylee and I had done all year, that we would do th 

laundry tomorrow." 

200. Moreover, it is apparent throughout his statements about Brooke and Rylee that he di 

nothing to ease their feelings when I was gone from the house. A fair reading of his affidavit is that h 

actually stoked their insecurities without reassuring them that I love them and that I would be returnin 

soon. Kirk is correct that I did get angry, and perhaps said things that I shouldn't about our divorce (bu 

did not say all the things that Kirk has alleged), when he suggested to the girls that I was leaving fo 

Ireland because I didn't care for them. That evening Brooke asked to go to the Atkinson's because sh 

didn't like to see me pack. I understood, and told her she could go. Kirk completely undermined that 

and set them up for the scene that occurred by his suggestion that my travel was evidence that I didn' 

care about them. In all the years that Kirk was gone from the house, including his extensive travel, an 

left me in charge of nearly everything but earning money and paying bills, I never suggested to th 

children that he was gone because he didn't love them. 

19 201. It also seems like he planted these same seeds with the older children that he is now us in 
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to influence them. 

�~�2�8� "I would talk to each of the children separately in an effort to solve the then pendin 

problem." 

�~�4�1� "I told Tahnee how bizarre it is for a mother to say such things to and about her 0 

children, let alone even think such things. Tahnee and I both agreed how this highlight 

just how incredibly insecure Vivian has become and that Vivian feels she is i 

competition with her own children and feel threatened by them." 
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4150 "1 told [Tahnee] that in her mother's condition, if we got a divorce and Vivian ha 

partial custody, 1 would be fearful for Brooke and Rylee." 

4153 "I told Tahnee that 1 had done all 1 could concerning Vivian, and all I could do wa 

be the best father 1 could and that all of us needed to do our best in looking out for on 

another." 

4156 "1 told Tahnee that Vivian does not really think Chloe is a better dancer than her. 

Vivian is simply incredibly insecure and needs to tell others that they are not so hot. 

told Tahnee about when Vivian last year told me that nobody wants to be with me." 

4169 "I telephoned Whitney and expressed concern about this to Whitney saying you ar 

going to be on national television with someone who is not dealing with a full deck righ 

now and it could prove very embarrassing." 

4175 "1 told Tahnee that Vivian's need for attention is frightening." 

41106 "That night Tahnee, Joseph, and I talked about some of the issues with Vivian 

including the incident at Brooke's ball game with Bill B. and her meeting a man on th 

airplane, giving him a ride to his hotel and having drinks with him in a bar, the 

discovering he was Cam W.'s boss. We also talked about her lack of attention to Brook 

and Rylee." 

The fact that Kirk fails to recognize that his not so thinly veiled efforts at alienation are a form of abus 

is frightening. I truly believe that based upon the pure hatred that I have seen from Kirk during thi 

process that he will never be able to promote my relationship with our children in any fashion, nor do 

believe that he will be able to co-parent the younger children with me. 

202. The best source of information about their parent's relative involvement, their bond wit 

each parent, and whether they have been "emotionally abused" by either parent is the girls themselves. 
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There is no need in my view to perform an "assessment" of the children because they are happy, healthy 

high performing and intelligent children. I believe that a simple interview of the children will lead th 

Court to the same conclusion, and will shed light on many of the claims in this case. Kirk recognize 

that they will likely express a preference to be with me, so he attempts to prevent an interview befor 

anyone has even requested it. I would ask that the court interview the children, or have the 

interviewed. 

i. "Sleeping" with the Children 

203. Kirk claims that my time with the children should be supervised because I "sleep" wit 

them. First, let me point out that this is a non-issue. In May, 2011, I stopped sleeping with the 

altogether after discussing the issue with our family counselor, and developing strategies for breakin 

the pattern we had established without increasing their level of anxiety. The counselor, Mr. Garwi 

suggested that after reading to them I go to their couch, and that I put a night light in their room. I als 

had Mr. Garwin meet with the girls on a couple of occasions to talk about this issue and help them wit 

any concerns they might have pertaining to their sleeping arrangements. 

204. Since May, our nightly routine includes prayers, thirty minutes of reading and talk abou 

whatever is on their minds, snuggling with the lights off for a few minutes. Prior to the children fallin 

asleep, I get up from the bed and lay on the couch in their room. I still wake up between 11 :00 p.m. an 

1 :00 a.m. (a habit that began while I was nursing my babies and has never gone away) and g 

downstairs and sleep on either the office couch or living room couch. Kirk is never downstairs when 

come downstairs, and he has no knowledge of what I do when I wake up. 

25 205. So the Court understands the context ofthis claim, I nursed all of the children for at leas 
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two years, and I nursed Rylee until she was four. During the process of putting them to sleep, the 

would nurse and I would read to them. I continued this pattern with all of the children years after the 
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stopped nursing. Indeed, all of the children loved me reading to them. I also taught them how to read a 

2 night and they all could read prior to entering kindergarten. 

3 206. With Brooke and Rylee, I read to them at night before they go to sleep. Kirk demande 
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that I leave our master bedroom (he has recently placed a more substantial lock on the door). Most ofth 

time they would fall asleep before me, but sometimes I would fall asleep before them. Soon the patter 

came to be that I would sleep and get up around 11 :00 p.m. and go downstairs to my office and sleep. 

At times, certainly not every night, one of the girls would come down to where I was sleeping and la 

with me in the early hours of the morning. 

207. About a year ago Kirk, and then Tahnee with Kirk, began to suggest that my sleepin 

with or near the girls was harmful to them. I disagreed, primarily because I wasn't sleeping with the 

through the night. I also find it odd that Tahnee would suggest that somehow I would damage th 

children ifI slept with them. I slept with Tahnee on many nights when she was Rylee and Brooke's age, 

and she loved it. Attached as Exhibit A-15 is a note Tahnee sent me when she was about Brooke's age. 

In the note she asks me to please sleep with her. I think Tahnee turned out great, and I don't think tha 

my sleeping with her did her any harm. As for Kirk, I cannot understand how he can make thi 

argument with a straight face. He admits that Brooke slept with him in the master bedroom. She did s 

for close to a year or more from 2009 to 2010. This is a great example of the pot calling the kettle black. 

208. Even Whitney got involved at one point in this. Whitney, without discussing it with me 

spoke to Brooke and Rylee about sleeping with Kirk and me. She told them that they could sleep wit 

her but not their parents. Rylee came to me upset, and told me Whitney said she couldn't sleep with m 

anymore. I felt that Whitney had overstepped her bounds something that occurred too often when th 

older girls were living at home. I told Whitney that I am Rylee's parent and that Whitney should hav 

spoken to me prior to speaking with Brooke and Rylee. 
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209. Kirk cites an incident in which Rylee was hmi after falling out of bed as an example 0 

the dangers that can occur ifI am in the bed with them. The only problem with Kirk's theory is that 

wasn't in bed with them the night Rylee fell out, I was on the couch sleeping. Whitney had placed 3 

chandeliers on her bedroom floor that she used as decoration props for her wedding reception. Two wer 

at the end of the bed and the other was on the side of the bed next to the wall. When Rylee fell out ofth 

bed, her arm struck one of the lights and was cut by the glass. Kirks' claim that he came into the roo 

and I was not up is false. When he arrived I was holding Rylee on the floor while she was crying, and 

was trying to comfort her. Kirk stood above me while I was rocking Rylee and stated repeatedly that th 

accident was my fault because I was sleeping in the bed with her. I told Kirk it wasn't my fault, but h 

continued to insist, in front of the girls, that it was. Brooke kept telling Kirk that I wasn't in the be 

with them, but he told Brooke that he knows I was sleeping in the bed because he could hear me snorin 

in the other room, basically calling Brooke a liar. Brooke had been in the bed with Rylee, again state 

to Kirk "Mom wasn't sleeping with us," but Kirk kept insisting I was. Brooke replied that I wasn't, an 

that I was sleeping on the couch. (Ironically, had I been sleeping with the children the accident wouldn' 

have happened, because Rylee would always sleep in between Brooke and me, and so she wouldn't hav 

rolled off). Kirk's focus wasn't on Rylee, it was on making me wrong and trying to undermine an 

belittle me in front of our children. 

210. While comforting Rylee, I felt warm blood on my arm and realized Rylee was bleeding. 

Kirk, already angry, reached down and pulled Rylee from my arms and took her away. He took her t 

the Boulder City Hospital. I cleaned up the blood; I held Brooke and comforted her in bed. She wa 

worried about Rylee, but she was also upset at how Kirk had acted (basically stating that she was lying). 

We both fell asleep awaiting her sister's return. 
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Kirk seems to take issue with the fact that I did not go to the hospital. If I had, I would have had to tak 

2 Brooke. Kirk has often expressed to me how he thinks hospitals are full of disease, and he has chide 

3 me about taking the children to the hospital. It's likely he would have discouraged me from takin 
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Brooke, and he certainly did not suggest to us that he wanted us to go when he angrily left (somethin 

I'm sure made Rylee feel even worse). It made sense for one of us to go with Rylee and one parent t 

stay home with Emma Brooke. If Kirk somehow suggests that it was unsafe to put her in the room wit 

the chandeliers, I note that Kirk had put Rylee to bed in the same room with the chandeliers severa 

nights prior to the accident as he states in his affidavit. Also, approximately one week later whil 

sleeping with Brooke in their normal bed, Rylee fell out of bed and woke up crying. Again, I was no 

sleeping with them at that time. Sometimes kids just fall out of bed. 

i. Transfer of Testosterone 

211. Kirk suggests in his motion that I either purposely or negligently exposed Rylee t 

testosterone. As stated above, I was prescribed testosterone by Dr. Jeffrey Life due to my unusually 10 

levels of testosterone, and to treat the symptoms I was experiencing as a result of that deficiency. H 

prescribed a cream application. The cream was dispensed by a pharmacy in Salt Lake, and had a 

applicator that ensured the proper amount per dosage. The instructions indicated that it should b 

applied nightly, in the amount suggested, and in the crook of my arm above my forearm, the back of m 

leg, or my stomach. I chose the crook of my arm, and I applied only the amount suggested. 

212. At no time did Dr. Life, the dispensing pharmacist, or anyone else (including Kirk wh 

admits he saw me applying the cream and knew I was sleeping with Rylee) suggest that I could transfe 

the testosterone by contact. I note that Dr. Life has confirmed this in a sworn statement. Also, my frien 

Nyla Roberts had similar therapy and had no warning, and the materials from the dispensing pharmacis 

contained no warning whatsoever regarding any risk of transfer. 
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213. Upon hearing the suggestion that the testosterone could be transferred, I immediatel 

2 contacted Dr. Life and changed my testosterone therapy to injections that eliminate the risk of transfe 

3 upon contact. 
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214. Kirk and I found, through testing of Rylee through Dr. Dewan, that Rylee had a hig 

level of testosterone. That level went down to normal in later tests. While there is some chance that th 

testosterone had an effect on Rylee (that cannot be determined), there is a method (a hormone implant 

for postponing puberty once it appears as if it has started to begin. As of now, Rylee has not entere 

into puberty. I note that Dr. Dewan was more concerned about Rylee's high cholesterol levels an 

diabetes indicator than he was with the testosterone exposure. As indicated above, I believe that Rylee' 

high cholesterol has come from a diet of eggs, bacon and processed food that Kirk served. Kir 

accompanied me when I went to visit the dietician in Dr. Dewan's office and to his credit, Kirk ha 

taken steps to limit the cholesterol in her diet when he feeds her. I have done the same with the meals 

provide. 

215. I note that Kirk has distorted the facts leading up to our knowledge of Rylee's expo sur 

to testosterone Nyla had thyroid cancer a few years back and is knowledgeable about thyroid and testin 

etc. For that reason I approached Nyla about my concerns that Rylee might be in premature puberty, an 

I sought her advice. Nyla and her husband Dennis, who were both patients of Dr. Life and wer 

prescribed testosterone cream, put it all together. She had recently viewed an episode of the televisio 

show "House" where a six-year-old girl had come into contact with a hormonal cream from one of he 

parents and went into premature puberty. Nyla told me about the episode because she knew that I ha 

also had been prescribed testosterone cream and suggested Rylee have her blood checked. She wa 

correct. I also noticed that Rylee's energy level was down and she was suffering from allergies. Ryle 
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2 he should have a thyroid panel done at the same time so they don't have to draw blood a second time. 
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216. The appointment with Dr. Dewan, a pediatric endocrinologist, is a perfect example 0 

the way Kirk exaggerates, twists words to his benefit, and rewrites history. First, Kirk did not make th 

appointment. While our friend Dr. Schroeder gave him a name, I made the appointment. Dr. Dewan' 

office has me listed as the contact person, and when the first appointment is made they secure an emai 

address by the person calling to send the new patient paperwork that must be completed prior to the firs 

visit. They have my email as the address, and the patient packet was sent to me, and I filled it out. I 

Kirk had made the appointment he would not have given my email address but would have given his. 

217. I completed the new patient information packet and Kirk and I went to Rylee' 

scheduled appointment. Kirk mischaracterizes what occurred at the appointment. I did not "confess afte 

a series of questions" from Dr. Dewan about testosterone exposure. The whole purpose of me bein 

there was to speak to Dr. Dewan about the possibility of Rylee's contact with testosterone since Nyl 

had suggested it. It was also me who requested that Dr. Dewan run a diabetic screening panel because 

was concerned about Rylee's weight and diet. 

218. In any event, Rylee's test results indicated that she was not in pre-mature puberty. Her 

levels of testosterone were elevated, as were her levels of cholesterol. Dr. Dewan prescribed anothe 

blood panel to be taken in three months. The tests were repeated and came back that Rylee's testosteron 

level was normal, her cholesterol was too high and she was pre-diabetic for Type II diabetes due to a 

unhealthful diet (which Kirk claims he exclusively prepares and provides to the children). 

219. Kirk's entire presentation of the issue is deceptive. He claims, "Vivian ... reasonabl 

should have known the very foreseeable consequence of rubbing testosterone on her forearms and th 

getting in bed with Rylee, snuggling with, and sleeping against her". �(�~� 43) Kirk knew I was usin 
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testosterone cream and saw me applying it to my forearms on a number of occasions as he as admitted i 

his affidavit. He also was aware I snuggled nightly with the girls. Since he believes that I "should hav 

known the very foreseeable consequence" of the testosterone use and exposure, shouldn't he be held t 

the same standard? "Simple basic common sense precautions would have avoided this terrible situatio 

that has now seriously compromised Rylee's endocrine system." This is simply untrue. I was not eve 

advised of the possibility of transfer, as the small amount of cream rubs into the skin and disappear 

immediately. It is not like lotion that leaves a film, and the extremely small amount of cream used di 

not suggest that there was risk of transfer. Attached as Exhibit A-16 is a picture of the dispensing bottl 

with the prescribed amount of cream on top of it. Note that the bottle contains no warning whatsoever. 

a. Exclusive Possession of the Residence / Funds to Meet Expenses 

220. Further, throughout our marriage, Kirk has used money as a method of control. Eve 

recently, he has refused to pay credit card bills that we can easily afford. In May, we advised Kirk that 

had approximately $55,000.00 in credit card debt that had accumulated over time. The debt wa 

incurred for travel, clothing for me and the children, entertainment expense, etc. At the time of ou 

divorce mediation in May, 2011, Kirk agreed to pay the balances, but when I presented him with th 

statements, he refused. I have since made requests both directly and through counsel for sufficient fund 

to pay the amounts due, but he continues to refuse stating his counsel has advised him not to. Finally, 

even though we have millions of dollars in cash assets for which there is not dispute about thei 

community nature, I was forced to take a temporary loan from my IRA to payoff as much of th 

outstanding balances as possible. As set forth in my Financial Disclosure Form, I would ask that th 

Court order the distribution of sufficient funds, approximately $14,000 per month, to meet my need 

during the term of the divorce action. 
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221. The costs of the response to Kirk's motion have been enormous, and based upon Kirk' 

pledge to hire multiple experts. I strongly believe that this litigation will be hugely expensive. I woul 

ask that my attorney's fees be paid from community funds as the fees and costs are incurred. I note tha 

my fees will very likely be much higher than Kirks. It was obvious from both the first person used in hi 

affidavit, and the writing in the motion, that Kirk prepared all of the affidavits, and the bulk of his 35 

page motion. I am not a lawyer, and cannot hold my attorney's and expert costs down in the sam 

manner. We live in a home that was built by my friend Nyla Roberts. For the first six years that w 

owned the house, I did substantial improvements to the residence, including the painting of the the entir 

4000 square foot garage. I also painted the girls' room, and the dresser in their room. I decorated th 

home, and I travelled to North Carolina to pick out most of the furniture in the home. 

222. The home is approximately 6000 square feet, and has five bedrooms. Currently Joseph, 

Brooke, Rylee, Kirk and I live in the home. Joseph intends to move out, and as stated above, Whitne 

and Tahnee now live in different cities. 

223. I have lived in Boulder City for many years, and I have no intent of living anywhere else. 

As addressed above, I have been active, and I am still active with organizations in the community, 

charitable causes, and the girls' school. The girls' closest friends are the children of my closest friends 

particularly Michele Walker, and Kim Bailey, and Nyla Roberts who have provided statements for me i 

this Opposition and all live only a few houses away while Michelle lives on the next street over. Th 

Atkinson's' and their children who are the girls close friends, will now live a couple of houses away a 

well. See, Aerial Photo of Neighborhood with designations of friend's homes attached hereto as Exhibi 

A-17. 

224. I would have thought at the commencement of our discussions regarding divorce (w 

went to mediation months before this action started in September) we could have worked this issue ou 
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and remained in the home. After reading Kirk's motion, and his attack of me and anyone who was clos 

2 to me, including the mothers and fathers of the girls best friends, I can see that it will be impossible t 

3 remain living together. 
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225. Kirk claims in his Motion that, "[h]e has done everything possible in an attempt t 

minimize conflict in their home," but I wholeheartedly disagree. Has Kirk seen a therapist or 

psychiatrist? No, but I have. Has Kirk tried family counseling? No, but I have and I continue in tha 

counseling to this day. Did I ask our children to file an affidavit against their parent? No, but Kirk did. 

Did I call Kirk's friends and acquaintances and tell them he was delusional? No, but Kirk did. Did I g 

thru Kirk's, computer, desk drawers, trash, phone texts, emails, medicine cabinet, packages, closet 

underwear drawer, pictures, etc.? No, but Kirk did. Did Kirk ask me to not file or seek any legal actio 

prior to Whitney's wedding so that there wouldn't be stress of the divorce to ruin the joy of th 

wedding? Yes, and I complied, but Kirk didn't. He filed a Complaint in April, 2011 prior to th 

wedding. Did I ask our daughter one month prior to her wedding date to sign an affidavit? No, but Kir 

did. Did I keep a continuous log on what I perceived as Kirk's actions? No, he did and continues to d 

so. Did I misquote and twist the words of all of his friends in an affidavit? No, but Kirk did. Did I tak 

Kirks personal propeliy without knowledge or permission? No, but Kirk did. Did I refuse to pay hi 

outstanding debt after agreeing to do so in mediation along with his attorney present? No, but Kirk did. 
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226. Kirk has filed his 350 page motion because he knows that the girls 'will want to live wit 

me and remain at the present home. His tactic of taunting, and then subsequently committing an act 0 , 

domestic violence against me, is nothing more than an attempt to further bolster his claim for possessio 

of the home. To Kirk, the home is territory, notpart of a community offriends and schools that benefi 

the girls. I would request that the Court grant me exclusive possession of the marital residence. 

I DECLARE UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY UNDER THE LAW OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 
THAT THE FOREGOING IS TRUE AND CORRECT 
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